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Proton-exchange-membrane (PEM) fuel cells have been demonstrated semi-
commercially in automobiles in 2013 such as Toyota’s Mirai, Honda’s FC Clarity, and 
Hyundai’s ix-35 and Nexo. With an increasing number of new government policies and 
public desires in many countries to reduce carbon emissions, PEM fuel cells provide a 
pivotal role in transportation sector. However, the cost, durability, and system specific 
power remain major barriers to wide market adoption of this technology. 
The improvement of PEM fuel cell performance and durability requires a 
comprehensive understanding of the interactions between the individual components and 
their durability. In particular, the cathode of PEM fuel cells is often the limiting factor in 
durability, system cost, and performance. In this work, the durability of commercial 
membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) was first studied via the carbon corrosion effect 
on the wettability of the cathode. The surface roughness and porosity were fitted to surface 
texture models and it was found that cathodes sustained their wettability after up to 35% 
of carbon support loss, at which the cell performance dropped below the U.S. Department 
of Energy’s durability-performance target.  
Secondly, the surface functionalization of carbon support was studied for its impact on 
ionomer distribution in the cathode catalyst layer and on mass transport. A total of three 
schemes were investigated for either grafting positively charged nitrogen surface groups 
or negatively charged sulfonate groups for three types of carbon supports. In full-cell tests, 
improvements over high current densities were observed in samples reacted with para-
phenylenediamine or ammonia, whereas the performance decreased after functionalization 
 xx 
with sulfonate groups. The improvement at high current densities exceeded the mass-
activity improvement and was attributed to reduced mass-transfer polarizations. 
Furthermore, a statistical approach was explored to examine the changes in ionomer 
surface coverage using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images with 
fluorine energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) maps and it was found that ionomer 
coverage was improved after functionalization with nitrogen containing group, though 
large variations in ionomer coverage values occurred. In addition, durability study was 
performed. 
Lastly, an agglomerate model-based equivalent-circuit model for studying effect of 
ionomer on mass transport resistance was developed and the resistance was determined to 
inversely scale with ionomer. The trend of the simulated data matched that of the 
experimental cell performance. In addition, the comparison between the results from the 
model developed by a former group member and the model in this work showed 
applicability of using dimensions of carbon primary particles in agglomerate models, if 
local oxygen transport is accounted for. 
The major contributions of this dissertation include understanding the role of electrode 
wettability in durability studies, providing high-performing carbon supports that might be 
incorporated to the state-of-the-art electrocatalysts, and exploring a new approach to 
calculate nano-scale ionomer coverage on Pt/C and a model to examine the effect of the 
ionomer coverage on transport resistance. Recommendations are provided for new 
experiments to further understand and improve its performance and durability of low Pt 
loaded electrode towards the technical goals of the PEM fuel cell community.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Proton-exchange-membrane (PEM) fuel cells are an electrochemical device for power 
generation and an attractive technology for energy conversion and has been mainly used in 
transportation sector (buses, cars, trains, marine vessels, etc.). In a PEM Fuel cell, hydrogen 
is supplied to the anode, where protons are generated. The protons transport through a 
polymer proton-conducting membrane and react with oxygen in the cathode to generate 
electricity.  
When used as a power generator, a PEM fuel cell mainly has two advantages over an 
internal combustion engine: 1) high efficiency, because the thermal efficiency of an 
internal combustion engine is limited by the cycle, whereas an electrochemical reaction 
engine is not. For example, the fuel cell stack in a 2017 Toyota Mirai fuel cell electric 
vehicle was determined to have a peak efficiency of 66%, whereas a state-of-the-art Toyota 
diesel engine has a peak thermal efficiency of 44%, which is higher than typically gasoline 
engines.1, 2 The theoretical 2) zero emission of pollutants at the point of use, because the 
product is water without NOx and carbon emissions. Furthermore, if the hydrogen is 
generated from renewable energy sources instead of natural gas and is transported by 
electric hydrogen tanker trucks, the use of PEM fuel cell becomes truly zero emission. 
Compared to full battery electric vehicles, the main advantage of fuel cell electric vehicles 
lies in the short refueling time. Because of these advantages, an increasing number of 
countries and international councils are setting goals and policies for carbon emission 
reductions by incorporations of hydrogen and fuel cell electric vehicles. In addition, many 
large corporations with warehouses are switching to fuel cell-powered material handling 
equipment such as forklifts to meeting their sustainability goals.  
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1.1 History  
In spite of the high research activities of PEM fuel cells today, fuel cells have in fact 
been known since the 1840s. The first documented fuel cell was developed by Sir William 
Grove in England in 1845 and was called “gas voltaic battery.” The fuel cell consisted of 
two platinum electrodes and sulfuric acid as the electrolyte. The first practical fuel cell was 
developed by Sir Francis T. Bacon in 1932 and an alkaline (KOH) solution was the new 
electrolyte. A 1.5 kW system of the Bacon’s cell was used in many Apollo space missions 
including the moon-landing mission.3 The first cation-exchange polymer fuel cell was 
developed by William Grubb and colleagues at General Electric in the 1950s and was used 
in the Gemini earth-orbiting mission between 1962 and 1965.3 The Nafion® ionomer was 
commercialized by DuPont in the 1960s and is still used as the electrolyte in many of the 
PEM fuel cells today. In the 1980s, Siemens Corp. started to develop PEM fuel cell moduli 
for submarine applications and class 212 submarines equipped with such fuel cells were 
produced in Germany.4 Boeing tested the world’s first manned airplane powered by a PEM 
fuel cell system in 2008.5 The world’s first manufactured FCEV production model, Tucson 
ix35, was introduced by Hyundai in 2013, though it was only for lease.6 The car was 
equipped with a 100 kW fuel cell stack and it has an estimated driving range of 260 miles.6 
The first manufactured FCEV model that customers could purchase was Toyota Mirai 
launched in 2015.  
1.2 Principles of Operation 
In a PEM fuel cell, hydrogen oxidation reaction occurs in the anode and oxygen 
reduction reaction occurs in the cathode; protons transport through a polymer proton-
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exchange membrane. Both anode and cathode typically consist of three components: a 
noble metal or platinum-group-metal (PGM) catalyst for electrochemical reaction sites, 
carbon black for electron conduction, and an ionomer for ion conduction. Since both the 
hydrogen oxidation reaction and hydrogen transport are facile in the anode shown in Figure 
1-1, most of the research activities have been focused on the catalyst and transport of the 
cathode. Meanwhile, research on the anode catalysts involves toleration of CO poisoning, 
because traces of CO are present in hydrogen, the majority of which is produced from 
steam reforming of natural gas.7  
 
Figure 1-1 (Left) a typical hardware for single cell tests and (right) an exploded view of 
the hardware and fuel cell components. 
1.3 Current Status 
1.3.1 Transportation 
Although PEM fuel cells have been developed and used as a back-up power supply and 
power source for personal electronics and mobile devices, the main application is in 
transportation sector. There has been a chick-or-egg-first kind of debate on which to 
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develop first, FCEVs or hydrogen stations, for several decades. Auto companies are 
waiting for sufficient number of hydrogen stations, whereas the hydrogen 
suppliers/government contractors want to see enough FCEVs on the road before 
constructing more hydrogen stations.  
Figure 1-2 shows that the amount of hydrogen fueling stations and FCEVs both started 
to experience rapid growths between 2015 and 2016. The growth was catalyzed by the 
introduction of production FCEV models such as Toyota Mirai in 2015. The concurrent 
rapid growths indicated the collaborative effort among government agencies, policy 
makers, and automakers instead of one player dominating the implementation of the 
hydrogen and fuel cell technologies. In particular, the cumulative number of retail 
hydrogen fueling stations followed an S-shaped curve, implying the maturation of the 
technologies related to hydrogen storage and distribution. In addition to the more than 
8,000 FCEVs, there are also more than 20,000 PEM fuel cell-powered forklifts in the U.S. 
by 2019.8  The operation of these forklifts requires mobile or semi-permanent hydrogen 
stations. Therefore, the actual number of hydrogen stations supplying for transportation 




Figure 1-2 Comparison of cumulative numbers of hydrogen fueling stations9-11 and fuel 
cell electric vehicles12-20 in the U.S.  
The U.S. pioneered the both the technologies and markets of FCEVs, but East Asian 
Countries (Japan, South Korea, and China) have emerged as the major players or even the 
new leaders. The annual sale number of FCEVs appeared to have reached its plateau about 
2,100 per year since 2017 in the U.S., whereas the annual sales of FCEVs more than tripled 
in 2019 in Asia and Europe compared to the numbers in 2018 as shown in Figure 1-3. The 
more rapid growth in Europe and Asia not only reflects the energy policies of these regions, 
but also shows the increasing demand from the public for alternative fuel vehicles such as 
FCEVs. The rapid development of hydrogen infrastructure is another main reason for rapid 
growths in the two regions. As of the end of 2019, Japan led the world in the total number 
of hydrogen fueling stations at 111 and Germany ranked the second with 87.11   Meanwhile, 
the rest of the world is left behind in fuel cell and hydrogen deployment. As of May of 
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2020, there was only one hydrogen station in Oceania (in Australia), and none was in Latin 
America or Africa.   
 
Figure 1-3 Annual sales of FCEVs by region or country. The FCEVs in this chart include 
Toyota Mirai,12, 21-24 Hyundai ix-35,13, 14 Hyundai Nexo,6, 14, 15 Honda FCX Clarity,19, 20, 25-
28 and passenger cars and buses manufactured by Chinese auto companies19, 28, 29 such as 
FEiCHi Bus. 
1.3.2 Academic and Industry Research Activity 
In terms of research activities in academics and industries, the research areas of the 
PEM fuel cells have remained the same: membranes, cathode catalysts and supports, cell 
hardware, performance, and durability, as shown in DOE fuel cell annual progress reports 
between 2006 and 2019.30-32 In contrast, the reports from 2006 to 2008 highlight innovative 
fuel cell concepts as one of the main research areas, however this is no longer noted in the 
2019 report. Furthermore, the largest portion of the funding in 2006 was spent on 
membrane (19%), whereas in the fiscal year of 2018, the largest spending was on 
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performance and durability (35%) and membrane was only (9%). The shift indicated the 
maturation of membrane electrolyte technologies and the long-term and real-world 
performance and durability was the new focus. Researchers at the national laboratories 
found that Toyota Mirai surpasses 3,000-h real-world driving (time before the cell voltage 
drops by 10% between 1.0 to 1.5 A/cm2), but the PEM fuel cell in Toyota Mirai failed 
when the DOE accelerated stress test protocols was performed.8  
For fuel cell component-specific research, the majority of the research activities have 
been on electrodes or membrane electrode assemblies (MEA). Other components such as 
gas diffusion layers, membranes, and bipolar plates (or gas flow channels) have received 
less research interests recently due to the relative maturation of these three components, 
and their smaller percentages in the total fuel cell stack cost than those of the electrodes. 
Membrane 
For membrane electrolytes, the desired characteristics include 1) high ionic 
conductivity, 2) low permeation of hydrogen and oxygen gases, 3) low electrical 
conductivity, 4) high resistance to HO and HOO radicals, 5) high thermal stability during 
fuel cell operating temperature range, and 6) mechanical robustness. The high ionic 
conductivity is the uttermost important feature and it is typically achieved by using a thin 
membrane such as Gore-SelectTM 18 (18 µm thick) compared to early day Nafion® 117 
(183 µm thick) or the second-generation Nafion® 212 (51 µm thick). The thin membrane 
has been achieved from the recent advances in mechanically reinforced polymers, For 
example, Gore used polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to enhance the mechanical and 
dimensional stability of the membrane. According to the DOE’s annual progress report on 
fuel cell and hydrogen, the 2017 status has met or surpassed the 2020 targets for 
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conductivity (resistance < 0.018 Ohm-cm2 at 30°C), cross-over (<1.9 mA/cm2 for H2 and 
< 0.6 mA/cm2 for O2), mechanical (>20,000 cycles with 10 sccm crossover) and chemical 
(>500 h for 20% loss in OCV with 5 mA/cm2 crossover) stabilities, and operating 
temperature range (-20 to 120°C).33  
Bipolar Plates  
For bipolar plates (gas flow channels or flow fields), desired technical properties are 1) 
high electrical conductivity, 2) resistance to corrosion, 3) high flexural strength, 4) low 
weight, 5) low H2 permeation, and 6) good thermal conductivity.
8 The conventional bipolar 
plates are made of graphite, which possesses high corrosion resistance and high electrical 
conductivity but is brittle. The new classes of bipolar plates are carbon composites and 
metals with corrosion resistive coatings. First, the carbon composite bipolar plates are 
comprised of polymer binder and conductive carbon fillers. The polymer binders provides 
mechanical strength and gas impermeation, while the carbon fillers provide electrical and 
heat conduction. Although the carbon composite bipolar plates can be fabricated using 
standard compression molding suitable for mass production, any non-uniformity during the 
molding can cause uneven thickness, transport resistance, and potentially gas leakage. 
Second, the metals, such as stainless steel, aluminum, and titanium, have advantages of 
high mechanical strength, high thermal and electrical conductivity, low gas permeability, 
and low thickness, whereas the challenge lies in the resistance to a corrosive environment.34 
To improve the corrosion resistivity, protective coating is typically applied on the metal 
bipolar plates.35 For example, titanium bipolar plates coated with π-conjugated amorphous 
carbon coating were used in 2015 Toyota Mirai FCEVs and it replaced the stainless steel 
(SUS 316L) used in the previous 2008 model.36-38 The choice of the amorphous carbon 
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coating also reduced the cost of the fuel cell stack because it replaced the conventional Au 
plating treatment for the surface coating of the bipolar plates.37, 38  By the end of 2017, 
commercial bipolar plates have reached most of the technical targets for year 2025 except 
for plate cost ($5.4/kW vs. target $2/kW), weight (0.4 kg/kW vs. target 0.18 kg/kW), and 
flexural strength (34 MPa vs. target 40 MPa).  
In addition to the advances in the bipolar plate materials, there have also been many 
research and development on the flow field structure. Unlike the specific targets and 
metrics for bipolar plate materials set by the U.S. DOE, the designs of flow field structures 
are more of an art than a science. Conventional flow field structures typically use straight 
channels, which have their drawbacks such as susceptibility to water accumulation under 
the flow field ribs or lands.34 To overcome the water accumulation issues, porous metal 
flow fields were developed. They improved the gas diffusion but suffered from high 
pressure loss and high manufacturing cost. An innovative 3D fine-mesh flow field structure 
for the cathode was developed by Toyota and the structure enhanced O2 diffusion and 
facilitated removal of product water.36, 37  
Balance of Plant 
Balance of Plant (BOP) refers to other components and subsystems important for 
integration and operation of a fuel cell system. BOP includes valves, cooling system, heat 
exchanger, humidifier, air blower, controller, etc. They can be categorized into thermal 
management system, fuel management system, air management system, and power units. 
Most of the research and development of BOP focuses on streamlining or eliminating the 
components to reduce the weight, volume, and cost of a fuel cell system. For example, the 
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humidifiers for both hydrogen and air were removed in Toyota Mirai and the removal 
resulted from an innovative design of internal humidification using counter flow cells.36 
They allow the wet gas at the outlet of the flow channels to humidify the dry inlet gas. The 
humidified gas then hydrates the membrane to maintain its ionic conductivity. The removal 
of the external humidifiers created a synergy in design because a thinner membrane was 
used to maintain hydration in lower water content and the design leads to reductions in 
weight, volume, and cost of the fuel cell system.  
1.4 Challenges 
In the past five years, although FCEVs from several auto makers have been 
introduced to the markets, commercialization of the technology still faces technical 
challenges in system performance, durability, and cost reduction as well as many non-
technical hurdles such as lack of public awareness, insufficient hydrogen station 
availability, etc. The US DOE illustrates the statuses and targets of five technical metrics 
shown in Figure 1-4.33 The three challenges are closely interlinked. For example, one 
way to reduce the system cost is to decrease the catalyst loading in the electrodes; 
however, low-catalyst loaded electrodes have been reported to degrade than high-catalyst 
loaded ones.39  
Another example is the relationship between the system specific power and the 
system cost. A 900-W fuel cell stack only requires about 1 gram of the Pt catalyst, which 
accounts for about 1/1000th of the target system weight and thus an additional gram of Pt 
catalyst can significantly increase the system specific power without much weight 
increase of the system. Nevertheless, one additional gram of Pt will increase the system 
cost by $33/kW (Pt spot price was $30.0/g on August 21, 2020), which almost doubles 
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the system cost target of $35/kW, which includes both the costs of the fuel cell stack and 
the balance of plant.  
 
Figure 1-4 PEM fuel cell system status and targets published in 2017.33 
The system durability appears to be the most challenging and it needs to improve by 
90% from the 2017 status to reach the ultimate 8000 h target, which refers to the duration 
for fuel cell stack operation before the its voltage decreases by more than 10% at normal 
operating currents. Achieving durability target is almost entirely limited by the MEA 
performance which was 4100 h as of 2017. The 2020 status will be published in the spring 
of 2021 and it is likely to be on track to reach the 5000 h target for year 2020.  
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW ON ELECTRODE WETTABILITY 
Oxygen’s inability to rapidly diffuse to electrochemically active catalyst sites 
underlies these transport resistances, which are greatly increased by degradation 
experienced over the course of a cell’s lifetime, particularly catalyst ripening, catalyst 
dissolution, and carbon support corrosion. These phenomena may ex-acerbate other 
problems such as liquid water flooding. In the first aim of this thesis, the effect of 
wettability changes due to carbon corrosion is investigated by the roles of surface chemistry 
and microstructure. 
2.1 Wetting in Cathode Catalyst Layer and Gas Diffusion Layer 
De Gennes et al. define wetting as the study of how a liquid spreads on a solid (or 
liquid) substrate.1 Similarly, Mench describes the wettability as the tendency of fluid 
spreading that is controlled by interfacial forces.2 When two or more fluids are in contact 
with a solid surface, one of the fluids spreads more easily than the other fluid. The former 
is called a wetting phase, and the latter is the non-wetting phase.  
Water management in PEM fuel cell remains a critical issue. The cathode catalyst layer 
(CCL) is the major location for simultaneous electrochemical reaction, mass transport, and 
heat exchange. Wettability plays a key role in establishing the water content in the CCL, 
which needs sufficient hydration for ionomer conductivity.3 However, if a CCL possesses 
too high a degree of wettability, the CCL may be flooded during cell operations, causing 
increases in the mass-transfer resistance,4, 5 and electrode sheet resistance.6  
Gas diffusion layers (GDLs) also play an important role in water management and they 
have four main functions: 1) directing water from reaction sites of the CCLs to flow 
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channels, 2) allowing diffusion of reactant gases from catalyst layers to flow channels, 3) 
conducting electrons, and 4) dissipating heat.2 On a macroscopic scale, flooding occurs 
when the presence of liquid water blocks pores and restricts effective diffusion of reactants 
to the catalyst sites. However, liquid water does not completely fills the pores of the GDL. 
Owejan, et al. found a maximum critical liquid water content, when 44.2 + 2.5 vol% of the 
open pores is filled in a 75% porous GDL at a 0.2 mA/cm2 current density.7 After the 
critical water content is reached, the rate of water removal from the GDL matches the rate 
of water production from the CCL. Hence, the GDL has to be both hydrophilic enough to 
drain the generated water from the CCL and hydrophobic enough not to be filled with 
liquid water, impeding the gas diffusion. The wettability of the GDLs have been widely 
studied due to its less complexity than CCLs and thus the literature survey focuses on the 
latter.  
2.2 Contact Angle 
2.2.1 Static Contact Angle 
In order to determine surface wettability, the most common technique is sessile-drop 
method that optically measures the static or equilibrium contact angle between a liquid 
drop and a flat surface, 𝜃𝑐 The sliding contact angle, 𝜃𝑠, can also be measured. The two 
types of contact angles, static and sliding, are shown in Figure 2-1a and b. A small contact 
angle (< 90°) corresponds to high wettability or hydrophilicity, while a large contact angle 




Figure 2-1 Static and sliding contact angles of liquid droplets on the surfaces of 
hydrophobic solid substrates.   
The well-known Young’s relation is 
𝛾𝑙𝑣  cos(θc) = 𝛾𝑠𝑣 − 𝛾𝑠𝑙 ,  (2.1) 
where 𝛾𝑙𝑣  is the surface tension between liquid and vapor, 𝜃𝑐 is the Young’s contact angle 
(static contact angle),  𝛾𝑠𝑣  is the surface tension between solid and gas, and 𝛾𝑠𝑙  is the 
surface tension between liquid and solid.1 Surface tension is defined as the energy that must 
be supplied to increase the surface area by one unit and Young’s contact angle refers to the 
angle between the surface of the liquid and the outline of the solid surface.1 In a CCL, the 
carbon support Vulcan has a contact angle between 65° and 79°8, 9 and Ketjen black has a 
contact angle of 84°.9 Platinum is hydrophilic with a contact angle below 8°,10 ionomers 
possess both hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts, pore-formers such as polystyrene has a 
contact angle of 86°,11 and additives such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is 
hydrophobic with a contact angle of 110°.12, 13  
In contrast to these examples for individual constituents, the composition of the surface 
of the CCL is inhomogeneous; and more importantly, the surface of the catalyst layer is 
porous and rough. The apparent contact angles of water on pristine CCLs have been 
reported to range from 130° to 156° in air.14-18 The surface texture of CCLs is responsible 
for the larger observed contact angles compared to those of the individual components, 
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PTFE for example. This phenomenon is well known. Wenzel's and Cassie-Baxter's models 
are commonly used to describe the effect of the surface texture.1 
 
Figure 2-2 Schematics of water droplets on surfaces described by (a) Wenzel's model, (b) 
a fuel cell catalyst layer attached to a membrane, (c) Cassie-Baxter's model. 
Wenzel’s model describes the impact of surface roughness on the observed contact 
angle, as shown in Figure 2-2a. In this model, the apparent contact angle, θ∗, is related to 
Young’s contact angle, θc, by 
cos(θ∗) = 𝑟θ cos(θc),  (2.2) 
where 𝑟θ  is the roughness ratio that represents the ratio of the true wetted area to the 
apparent surface area (𝑟θ>1).
19 Therefore, the reported contact angles of 130° to 156° 
represent the apparent contact angles. According to equation (2.2), the hydrophobicity is 
magnified because of the surface roughness. Although the roughness factor of the CCLs 
have not been reported, the images obtained by optical profilometer, atomic force 
microscope (AFM), or scanning electron microscope (SEM) can be used to approximate 
the r ranging from 1.1 to 2.20, 21 It is worth defining another term, roughness factor or 
effective surface area of Pt, 𝐴𝑃𝑡 , the ratio of surface area of electrochemically active 
catalyst to the geometric surface area of MEA (𝐴𝑃𝑡>>1). Hence, the definition of the 
roughness factor is similar to that of the roughness ratio. However, researchers have 
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reported a wide range of effective surface area values which highly depends on the Pt 
loading: 278 for a CL with a 0.38 mg Pt/cm2 loading,22 274 for a CL with 5 mg Pt/cm,2 23 
and 210 for a CL with 0.4 mg Pt/cm2 24 as well as roughness factor values as low as 9.2 (Pt 
wire) ,25 20 (10 wt% Pt/C),26 and 26 with 0.05 mg Pt/cm.2 24 If both the high apparent 
contact angle (156°) and the high roughness factor (278) are chosen, then Young’s contact 
angle, 𝜃𝑐, becomes 90.2°. If a low roughness factor (20) is assumed, the high apparent 
contact angle (156°) is converted to a θc of 92.6°, which is close to the result using the 
high-roughness approximation. As a result, the effective surface area of Pt (roughness 
factor) that has been widely reported does not approximate the roughness ratio in the 
Wenzel model well. Further calculations based on images of AFM, SEM, or profilometer 
are needed. 
The second model to account for the surface roughness is the Cassie-Baxter, which can 
be applied to a planar but chemically heterogeneous surface.27 For a hydrophobic surface, 
the apparent contact angle is described by 
cos(θ∗) = (1 − ε) cos(θc) − , (2.3) 
where  is the void fraction on the surface, (1 − ) is the solid fraction of the substrate that 
is underneath the liquid droplet, and θc is Young’s contact angle. The porosity of CCLs 
can be determined by a variety of methods including mercury porosimetry28, 29 and 
Focused-Ion-Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM) images.28, 30 The major 
physical difference between the Wenzel and the Cassie-Baxter models lies in void filling. 
In Wenzel’s model, the liquid phase displaces some void (air phase) in the porous substrate 
while in the Cassie-Baxter model, it does not. In practice, a water droplet may partially fill 
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the voids. The porosity of the CLs have been reported to vary from 0.20 to 0.65.15, 30-33 The 
wide range of the porosity depends on fabrication methods such as hot spray or hot press 
as well as the use of pore forming additives during the preparation.  
A third model is a combined method that account for both the surface roughness and 
surface inhomogeneity of sample surface.34 The apparent contact is formulated by 
cos(θ∗) = rθ(1 − ε) cos(θc) − ε (2.4) 
2.2.2 Sliding Contact Angle 
The force balance on a flat surface is shown in Figure 2-3, and based on Young’s relation, 
the adhesion force of a liquid droplet under drag force on a flat surface is 
𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ,𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡 = 𝛾𝑙𝑣  𝑑𝑤  sin(θc)[cos(θr) − cos(θa)], (2.5) 
where 𝑑𝑤 is the equivalent diameter of the wetted area between the droplet and a solid 
surface;  θc  is the contact angle when no drag force is present (Figure 2-1a); θa  is the 
advancing contact angle, which is defined as the upper threshold of contact angle beyond 
which the contact line between the liquid drop and the solid moves; θr is the receding 
contact angle, which is the lower threshold.1, 35-37  
 
Figure 2-3 Force balance of a liquid droplet on a flat surface under shear flow. 
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Neumann et al. suggest experimental advancing contact angles be better 
approximations for smooth and chemically heterogeneous solid surfaces such as CCLs.38, 
39 Similarly, Das et al., suggest the use of sliding contact angle, whose dynamics is more 
representative of the droplet mobility and detachment from a GDL surface in a fuel cell. 
On a tilt stage as shown in Figure 2-1b without determining advancing and receding angles, 





where 𝜌 is the liquid density, 𝑉 is the droplet volume, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration 
constant, and 𝜃𝑠 is the sliding angle.
37, 40 
The sliding angle is also affected by surface inhomogeneity as seen in the pinning effect 
shown in Figure 2-4a. It occurs when the contact line between the liquid drop and solid 
substrate is restrained while the liquid/vapor interface shrinks due to evaporation.41 For 
instance, Furuta et al. determined that the sliding angle and contact angle hysteresis 
increased with an increase in the surface roughness using patterned hole radii from 1 to 10 
µm on a silicon wafer.41 Although the sliding angle measurement captures the dynamic 
water removal well, it does not account for transient contact angle behavior and difference 
in local composition of the CL. For example, Yu et al. studied ex situ, time-dependent 
contact angles of CLs and found a decreasing trend with time. They also applied 
environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) to measure micro-contact angle 
distribution based on the microstructure of the CL.15 Figure 2-4 shows that a 
macroscopically hydrophobic CL can allow microscopic wetting behavior, in which 
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locations with low ionomer content exhibit flat-water droplets, whereas high-ionomer 
locations show sphere-like droplets. 
 
Figure 2-4. (a) Millimeter-size water drop on a CL by a goniometer. (b) and (c) micro-size 
water droplets (right two) imaged by an environmental scanning electron microscopy. 15  
2.3 Other Characterization Techniques 
In addition to contact angle measurements, other ex-situ and in-situ techniques can be 
applied to visualize and characterize wettability and water content in a fuel cell. 
2.3.1 Optical Imaging 
First, optical imaging is a simple tool for visualization, which is achieved via specially 
designed cell architecture. Zhang et al. designed and fabricated a transparent cathode end 
plate with a polycarbonate window shown in Figure 2-5.42 Figure 2-5a illustrates a droplet 
of 80 mm on the cathode CL.  Despite the presence of a larger droplet in the center view 
of the image at 0.8 A/cm2 than that in 0.4 A/cm2, the liquid water in the pores of the GDL 
surface exhibited similar quantities at both 0.8 and 0.4 A/cm2. Kumbur et al. constructed a 
rectangular flow channel (5 mm x 4 mm), optically accessible from the top, with a GDL 
on the bottom affixed to a feeder plate. This ex situ experimental setup is used to study the 
effect of surface hydrophobicity of GDLs, and it may be used to examine the surface 
hydrophobicity of CLs.43 Although specially designed fuel-cell components for optical 
accessibility provide direct images of water droplets and useful information on the liquid 
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motion, they alter the materials of the components and corresponding physical properties, 
such as thermal conductivity. The altered physical properties can lead to un-reliable 
predictions for real fuel cell systems. 
 
Figure 2-5 (a) In situ visualization fuel cell setup and images obtained by optical lens at b) 
0.8 A/cm2 and c) 0.4 A/ cm2.42 
2.3.2 X-Ray Tomography 
Second, X-ray tomography acts as a high-resolution technique for imaging operating 
fuel cells, in which X-ray beam penetrates through GDLs, CLs, and membrane to allow 
quantifying water content in 3-D. However, there are two drawbacks of X-ray tomography: 
1) similar attenuation of the X-ray beam by liquid water and carbon, thus lowering the 
detection sensitivity shown in Figure 2-6a; 2) The X-ray beam cannot penetrate thick 
components, such as graphite and aluminum plates used in fuel cells.44 Despite the 
sensitivity limitation, a group of Japanese researchers, developed a setup that incorporates 
soft X-ray radiography (less than 10 keV) for visualizing water content in CLs, 
microporous layers (MPL), and GDLs in an operating fuel cell. They obtained high spatial 
(about 1µm) and temporal (1 frame/second) resolution and determined inhomogeneous 




Figure 2-6 (a) Mass attenuation coefficient of the materials in PEM fuel cells. (b) and (c) 
Time-dependent water distribution visualization in the cathode CL at two different current 
densities.46 
2.3.3 Neutron Radiography 
Similar to X-ray radiography, neutron radiography, which uses neutron radiation, can 
also provide fruitful insights for water distribution in a fully operational fuel cells and other 
thin-porous media. 44, 47, 48 An advantage of neutron over X-ray radiography lies in stronger 
attenuation of neutrons by water by compared to other materials used in fuel cells. Iranzo 
et al. investigated the effects of operating conditions such as inlet relative humidity on the 
water accumulation in the flow channels by neutron radiography.49 Researchers at Sandia 
National Laboratory performed in situ high-resolution neutron radiography quantifying 
through-plane liquid water profiles as a function of cell temperature, current density, and 
anode and cathode gas feed flow rates. They identified the water diffusion from the cathode 
and thermal gradients as the two most significant effects on water balance in the fuel cell 
after corrosion47 A decrease in water retention after corrosion results from pore structure 
collapse and compaction of the CCL as well as the drying effect of increased internal heat 
generation. The researchers also point out limitations of the current technique: first, the 
spatial resolution of neutron radiography is lower than that of X-ray and thickness of CCLs. 
The resolution of state-of-the-art neutron imaging detectors is about 13 to 16 µm 44, 47 
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comparative to the thickness of CCLs ranging from 11 to 15 µm for fresh samples and 3 to 
7 µm for corroded samples at 0.4 mg Pt/cm2 loading.50, 51At low Pt loading, the thickness 
of the cathode is even less. Therefore, neutron radiography cannot probe the interior of the 
CLs. Second, high flux of neutron sources. In addition, neutron sources need significantly 
large and costly facilities, which are not practical for installation at universities.  
 
Figure 2-7 Neutron image of water content in pink in PEM fuel cell at 60 °C and 0.5 A/cm2. 
Each pixel corresponds to 16.4 µm x 16.4 µm. Pixel number 185 (anode GDL/MPL), 205 
(MPL/anode CL), 212 (center of membrane), 219 (cathode CL/MPL), 235 (MPL/cathode 
GDL) 44. 
2.3.4 Dynamic Water Sorption Analysis 
Fourth, water sorption/uptake analysis is a useful ex-situ method to probe the interior 
portions of a CL. The water uptake, 𝜆, is defined as the number of water molecules per 
sulfonic-acid group. Although this term is mostly used in describing Nafion membranes, it 
can also represent the water content in the ionomers in the CLs and is expressed as  






where 𝑚𝑤 is the weight of water absorbed by a CCL sample, 𝑀𝑤 is the molecular weight 
of water, 𝑚𝑖
𝑑𝑟𝑦
 is the dry weight of ionomer in the CCL, and EW is the equivalent weight 
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of the ionomer.2, 33 To further determine the dynamic behavior of the water uptake, the time 
constant, 𝜏, is calculated by 33 
𝑚𝑤(𝑡)
𝑚𝑤,∞




where 𝑚𝑤(𝑡) is time-dependent weight of water absorption measured at each relative 
humidity and 𝑚𝑤,∞ is the equilibrium weight of water absorption. It is important to note 
that water sorption studies require a free-standing CL sample, which is often difficult to 
obtain or which deviates from the properties of CL fabricated via conventional methods 
such as hot-press or direct-spray. Kusoglu et al. studied the dynamic water-uptake behavior 
of the CCL as a function of relative humidity (RH), temperature, Pt-loading, and CL 
pretreatment using a dynamic-vapor-sorption analyzer.33 To highlight some of the findings, 
Figure 2-8a shows that the custom-made CL samples absorb water much less than the 
Nafion 212 membrane and that the difference in water sorption is magnified at higher RH. 
Similarly, Goulet et al. showed that the presence of CL and GDL made little impact on the 
mass of water absorbed by the membrane at 70°C, a typical operating temperature for fuel 
cells (Figure 2-8b).52 Jung et al. also employed dynamic vapor sorption technique and 
determined that the ionomer in the CL exhibits water content value that is 1/3 of the Nafion 
membrane.53 However, none of the authors above have investigated the effect of corrosion 




Figure 2-8. a) Water content of CL samples compared to bulk Nafion 212 membrane at 
25°C 33 and b) water sorption isotherm in the membrane, catalyst coated membrane (CCM), 
and 5-layer MEA at 70°C normalized by the initial specimen ionomer content.52  
Figure 2-9a displays that a higher Pt loading leads to an exponential increase in water 
uptake. The increase is more significant at low RH, indicating an important design metrics 
for PEMFC operating at low RH, because the high loading of Pt makes the ionomers in the 
CL more isotropic and allows for greater swelling. Figure 2-9b shows that it takes longer 
for the CLs to reach steady states with rising RH and that the time constant from equation 
(2.8) range from 2 minutes to 20 minutes.  
 
Figure 2-9 (a) Effect of Pt loading on water uptake of CL samples at different RHs. Lines 
are linear fit to the data. (b) Normalized water uptake of a pre-boiled CL-I sample (in-house 





2.3.5 Other Techniques 
Furthermore, the relationship between air-water capillary pressure and water saturation 
can be applied to elucidate the water injection/withdrawal behavior of a CL. The capillary 
pressure is shown in equation (2.9), and the saturation, 𝑠𝑤, is the fraction of the pore filled 








where 𝑉𝑤  is the volume of water in the sample, 𝑉𝑝 is the CL pore volume, 𝑚𝑤 is the mass 
of water absorbed, 𝜌𝑤  is the density of water, 𝑑𝑝  is the diameter of the pore, 𝛿  is the 
thickness of the sample, and  is the void fraction of the sample. Gostick et al. designed an 
experimental setup in which the air pressure is controlled to impose a specified capillary 
pressure and the saturation of the sample is monitored.54 The setup consists of a pressure 
gauge, a syringe pump, an analytical balance, and a sample holder as shown in Figure 
2-10a. Although the initial setup was used to characterize GDLs, Kusoglu et al. employed 
the methodology for CLs with a modification of starting from fully saturated CL samples 
rather than from initially dry samples because of the wicking property of the ionomers in 
the CLs. Kusoglu et al. found that a large portion of the curve resides in the negative 
capillary pressure region (note: 𝑝𝑐  in the paper is defined as 𝑝𝑙 − 𝑝𝑤) shown in Figure 
2-10b, indicating that the CLs are at the transition region between hydrophilicity and 
hydrophobicity. Figure 2-10b also illustrates that the hysteresis loops become narrower 
with a decrease in the CL sample thickness. The authors suggested an abundance of pores 
with the similar size that leads to water withdrawal around -5 kPa as evidenced by knee 
shapes in Figure 2-10b. Based on capillary pressure equation (𝑝𝑐 = 𝛾𝑙𝑣2 cos(θc) /r ) 
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Young’s contact angle is calculated to be 90.1°,when r of 50 nm 15, 42 and γ of 0.0717 N/m 
2 are applied. If the pore size of the CL is 25 nm, the Young’s contact angle is 90.05°. The 
results show that the CL has an appreciable degree of hydrophilicity.    
 
Figure 2-10 (a) Expanded view of the sample holder for capillary pressure-saturation 
measurements.54 (b) Relationship between capillary pressure and saturation for catalyst 
layer samples with different thicknesses.33 
Moreover, percolation method55 and droplet impacting method56 can be applied to 
study pore and surface wettability, respectively. The percolation consists of two phases: 1) 
liquid water is injected and fills pores and 2) visible liquid droplets start forming on the 
surface and deflate pores leading to breakthrough points The percolation studies are 
typically limited to GDLs and MPLs. Unlike highly porous GDL (porosity >0.8), CL has 
a much lower pore volume and makes it difficult to allow liquid water to penetrate the CL 
and thus percolation method is not suitable.2 Li et al. reported a novel impacting method 
that uses a high-speed camera to capture the droplet dynamics on membrane/Vulcan carbon 
composite. 56 However, the authors fabricated the composite without Pt particles on a glass 
slide and thus the composite cannot be assembled in a fuel cell set up.  
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2.4 Carbon Corrosion Effect on Wettability 
The wetting property at the cathode changes as the carbon corrosion progresses and 
accelerated stress test (AST) is a common method to speed up carbon degradation in fuel 
cell electrodes. Studies have shown that the water contact angles decrease as a result of 
increased surface oxides on carbon blacks, which are used as supports.8, 15, 16, 57 The 
decreases in contact angles have been correlated to surface oxygen content measured by 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).14, 16, 17, 57 However, carbon mass loss was not 
reported during these half-cell or full-cell tests. For tests with carbon-loss measurement,58-
61 they lacked studies on the relationship between microstructure change and wettability 
change due to carbon corrosion. Furthermore, as one of the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
year 2020 technical targets is to improve the durability with cycling to 5,000 hours from 
the 3,700 hours (the status of year 2017) of 10% voltage loss between 1 A/cm2 and 1.5 
A/cm2 of the polarization curve, it is important to understand whether the carbon-corrosion 
induced wettability change occurs before or after the cell performance falls below the 
technical target.62, 63  
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR WETTABILITY STUDY 
This work investigated the changes in wetting properties of CCLs due to carbon 
corrosion. The sessile drop method was used to determine apparent contact angles, and 
XPS to study the surface compositional changes. Surface roughness was obtained by AFM 
and used to parameterize Wenzel’s model. Porosity was obtained by FIB-SEM and 
separately, by a mass-balance approach. The porosity was used to parameterize Cassie-
Baxter’s model as well as the combined model. 
3.1 Fuel Cell Materials and Operations 
The membrane-electrode-assemblies (MEAs) with 0.3 mgPt/cm
2 (Ion Power NR-212) 
were used in all experiments. TGP-H-060 Toray carbon paper with 5% wet proofing was 
used as gas diffusion media (Fuel Cell Store). Gaskets were 127 µm (5 mil nominal) PTFE 
sheets (McMaster-Carr) that were die-cut. Cells were assembled in 25 cm2 single cell 
hardware with triple serpentine Poco graphite flowfields (Fuel Cell Technologies). The 
hardware was joined by eight bolts that were fastened to a torque of 4.0 N-m. Cells were 
tested using a Scribner 850e fuel-cell test system with an 880 frequency response analyzer. 
The cells were wet-up for an hour and broken in by sixty cycles on hydrogen and air. Each 
cycle consisted of three holds: 0.6 V for one minute, open circuit (OCV) for one minute, 
and 0.2 V for one minute. The characterization of the cells include H2/air polarization 
curves and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (0.5 SLPM H2 | 1.5 SLPM Air, 70 °C, 
75% RH, no back pressure) and H2/N2 cyclic voltammetry (0.1 SLPM H2/0.15 SLPM N2, 
70°C, 75% RH). The beginning-of-life (BOL) state of an MEA was assessed after wet-up, 
break-in, and characterization and was marked as zero carbon loss. The impedance 
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response was measured from 10 kHz to 10 mHz with 5% of DC current as perturbation. 
The electrochemical surface area (ECSA) was obtained by hydrogen adsorption peaks in a 
CV scanning from 0.1V to 0.8V at 50 mV/sec using a Metrohm Autolab 302N 
potentiostat/galvanostat. 
3.2 Carbon Loss Measurement 
    Carbon dioxide from the cathode exhaust was detected with a California Analytical 
Instruments 601 non-dispersive infrared detector (NDIR). The ASTs included potential 
holds and square-wave cycling. The details of applied potentials are described in Results 
and Discussions section. All ASTs were performed at 70 °C with 0.25 SLPM H2 (75% RH) 
at the anode and 0.25 SLPM N2 (75% RH) at the cathode. The cathode exhaust was 
connected to a Nafion membrane tube drier (Perma Pure, model MD-110-48F-4) and then 
a condenser to eliminate liquid water formation in the NDIR system whose operating 
temperature was around 40 °C.   
3.3 Porosity Analysis 
Two approaches to determine the porosity of cathode catalyst layers were used. First, 
focused-ion-beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) was performed on Nova 
Nanolab 200. Following the disassembly of the fuel cell and drying of the MEA under 
ambient environment, fast drying silver suspension (Ted Pella) and copper tape (3M) were 
used to affix approximately 2 mm x 2 mm MEA samples to a SEM stub. The FIB 
parameters were 30 kV and 10 pA with nominal slice thickness specified at 20 nm. At least 
90 slices of image were taken for each CCL. The porosity was calculated by the ratio of 
void voxels to total voxels 1. A mass-balance approach was used as a second method to 
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estimate the porosity.  Here, the MEA was freeze-cut by liquid nitrogen and the cross-
sectional thickness was determined by SEM. The porosity was calculated using vendor’s 
information on Pt loading and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) confirmation for loadings 
of other components.  
3.4 Contact Angle Measurement 
A small piece (about 1 cm × 1 cm) of an MEA was cut out and taped on a clean glass 
slide with CCL facing up. The glass slide was placed in a glass casing to minimize 
disturbances from ambient air; apparent contact angles and sliding contact angles were 
measured by a goniometer (Model 250 ramé-hart) as shown in Figure 3-1. A 10 µL water 
droplet was used, and it covered approximately 1 mm2 area on the CCL. Measurements 
within the first three seconds were used due to the transient behavior of the water 
adsorption of the Nafion ionomer. Values from at least four measurements were averaged 
for each data point shown in plots in the results section. The contact angle of gas diffusion 
media was measured before and after ASTs.  
 




3.5 Surface Analysis – XPS and AFM 
The surface chemical composition was determined by XPS (Thermo K-Alpha XPS 
System). The survey and high-resolution scans were set to 160 eV and 40 eV, respectively. 
The surface morphology was determined using AFM (Veeco Dimension 3100). The 
cantilever had a spring constant of 5 N/m. The MEA for the AFM measurement was 
similarly prepared as that for the contact angle measurements. The size of each AFM image 
was 5 µm × 5 µm with 512 scans/line (lateral resolution ≈ 10 nm). At least two spots were 
measured for each cathode side of the MEA.  
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CHAPTER 4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF WETTABILITY STUDY 
4.1 Cell Performance and Contact Angles 
The corrosion-performance landscape was determined by a series of AST protocols 
including potential holds and square-wave cycling as shown in Table 4-1. The AST 
potentials below 1 V are proposed to correlate to Pt particle size increase and Pt dissolution, 
whereas AST potentials above 1 V are used to isolate carbon loss.1 The potential cycling 
between 0.4V and 1.3V, for example, ensures passivating surface groups to be 
continuously formed and reduced. The potential holds at 1.2V or 1.3V are related to start-
up and shut-down conditions, in which short-term potential excursion of the cathode 
increases to 1.2 - 1.5 V due to H2/air fronts in the anode compartment. The practical 
operations of PEM fuel cells are dynamic-potential conditions, which can be reasonably 
approximated by potential cycling ASTs.2 In this study, the results after potential cycling 
was the focus of the contact angle model analysis.  
Table 4-1 Fuel cell AST protocols and some of the corresponding carbon losses shown in 










1 None 0 0 
2 5 h at 1.2 V 12 3 
3 108 cycles of 0.1 V (30 s) and 1.2 V (30 s) 21 6 
4 1.2 h at 1.3 V 23 7 
5 250 cycles of 0.1 V (30 s) and 1.2 V (30 s) 38 11 
6 1500 cycles of 0.4 V (3 s) and 1.3V (3 s) at 50% RH 65 19 
7 100 cycles of 0.1 V (30 s) and 1.25 V (30 s) 66 19 
8 1500 cycles of 0.4 V (3 s) and 1.3V (3 s)  87 25 
9 2500 cycles 0.4 V (3 s) - 1.3 V (3 s) 100 28 
10 2000 cycles 0.6 V (3 s) - 1.3 V (10 s) 123 35 
11 4000 cycles 0.4 V (3 s) - 1.3 V (3 s) 130 37 
12 24 h at 1.3 V 186 53 
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First, sliding contact angles were measured but the water droplet did not slide at even 
an tilt angle of 90° (the sample was vertical to the flat stage) for some MEAs, and therefore 
only static contact angles were compared in the study. The contact angles of gas diffusion 
media on the cathode side were measured to be 154.8° + 0.3° for the pristine and 153.9° + 
2.4° for the sample after carbon loss of 87 µg/cm2. The negligible change in wetting 
property of the gas diffusion media indicated that the ASTs did not appear to degrade the 
PTFE-contained gas diffusion media chemically or mechanically.3, 4 Therefore, transport 
overpotentials observed in this study were mainly attributed to catalyst layers. The change 
in apparent contact angles was determined for CCLs after a wide range of carbon mass 
losses. In Figure 4-1, the apparent contact angles decreased with the extent of corrosion, 
which was represented by amount of carbon mass loss in the CCL. The BOL CCL was 
measured to exhibit an apparent contact angle (θ∗) of 143.7° + 3.8°, which was marked as 
the value for zero carbon loss. The apparent contact angles decreased sharply at first 
followed by a plateau; and similar behavior was observed in its relation with % ECSA loss. 
After about 130 µg/cm2 of carbon loss, the apparent contact angles fell sharply again. This 
second decrease appears to coincide with the possible collapse of the carbon support5. 
Álvarez et al. observed a decrease from 156° + 2° to 102° + 4° for Vulcan XC-72R after 
cycling between 0.6V and 1.4V for an overall period of 24 h in H2SO4 solution;
6 and 
similarly, Kangasniemi et al. reported a decrease from 147° + 3° to 111° + 7° for Vulcan 
coated with 10% Teflon after 120 h at 1.2V hold. In comparison, we observed the largest 
decrease in apparent contact angles from 143.7° + 3.8° to 129.0° + 2.1° after 6.7 h of square 
wave at 0.4V (3s) and 1.3V (3s). The shorter AST used in this study, compared to those 
used by Álvaro et al. and Kangasniemi et al., may account for the smaller decrease in the 
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apparent contact angles. The shorter protocols (less carbon loss) were chosen because the 
cells are of no practical use if their performances drop significantly below DOE’s target of 
less-than-10% voltage drop.  
 
Figure 4-1 (a) Changes in apparent contact angles (θ∗) of cathode catalyst layers with 
respect to carbon mass loss per active area. The error bars represent the standard deviations 
from at least four measurements. The blue dash line represents a polynomial fit and is used 
to guide the eyes. (b) Changes in apparent contact angles of CCL with respect to % ECSA 
loss with the same error bars and blue dash line as noted in (a). (c) Selected polarization 
curves in H2 | Air. (d) Tafel plots in H2 | Air. 
In Figure 4-1b, the cell sustained its performance at medium-to-high current densities 
after about 23 µg/cm2 carbon loss (7% total cathode carbon). Although the percent of 
carbon mass loss was close to 10%, which had been reported to lead to unacceptable 
performance loss, the high Pt loading and small ECSA change (9% decrease) accounted 
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for the sustained performance. The cell fell below the DOE’s 10% target after 87 µg/cm2 
carbon loss (25% total cathode carbon), and the decrease in cell performance slowed down 
after further carbon loss. The Tafel plot in Figure 4-1c shows a 20 mV voltage drop from 
the BOL MEA after 23 µg/cm2 carbon loss, whereas the difference in the voltages over the 
current range of 1 A/cm2 to 1.5A/cm2 in Figure 4-1b is less. The smaller difference resulted 
from an approximately 5% less ohmic resistance of the MEA after 23 µg/cm2 carbon loss. 
The Tafel plot shows a further 30 mV voltage drop from 23 µg/cm2 to 87 µg/cm2, whereas 
the polarization curves exhibit greater voltage drop in the high current densities. The 
disparity implied a large amount of carbon support loss led to pore closures or other 
changes in pore structure, which increased the mass-transfer polarizations.  
4.2 Fitting of Surface Texture Models 
To examine whether the surface texture was the main cause of the decrease in apparent 
contact angles, Wenzel’s and Cassie-Baxter’s models were employed. First, the surface 
roughness for each CCL was taken from at least two AFM images. Some portions of images 
appeared to be artificial plateaus/valleys, because the AFM cantilever was not designed for 
sudden large height variations in more than a micron. However, the actual catalyst layer 
features can be several microns.7 Figure 4a shows that the surface roughness decreased 
after carbon corrosion. Between 87 µg/cm2 and 123 µg/cm
2 of carbon loss, the roughness 
values were within their uncertainties. Figure 4b shows a proposed mechanism in which 
the accelerated stress tests caused the interconnected pores to decrease, and the decrease 
can be accelerated by the cell hardware compression.8, 9 The decrease in porosity can be 
discerned from the larger agglomerates in the AFM image of the sample after 130 µg/cm2 
as well as from the FIB-SEM and mass-balance porosity data. In addition, the decrease in 
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porosity was seen from the pores approximately 100 nm in diameter spreading on a 
relatively flat surface of the BOL catalyst layer, whereas the pore sizes were roughly 80 
nm in diameter circled in white of the sample with 130 µg/cm2 carbon loss shown in Figure 
4a.  
 
Figure 4-2 (a) Changes in surface roughness and contact angles as a function of cathode 
catalyst carbon loss (b) an AFM image of the surface of the beginning-of-life CCL, (c) an 
AFM image of the surface of a CCL after extensive carbon corrosion, and (d) an illustration 
of the changes in height profile after accelerated stress tests. 
Using the apparent contact angle measurements, the roughness value, and the Wenzel’s 
mode shown in equation (2.2), Young’s contact angles, θc, were calculated. These angles 
were found to increase from 111° for the BOL CCL to 119° for the CCL sample with 130 
µg/cm2 carbon loss. The calculated Young’s contact angles were similar to the contact angle 
of pure PTFE sheet. The increase in calculated Young’s contact angles, which indicate the 
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microstructure-free contact angles of the CCLs, can be explained by the loss of the 
hydrophilic component, the carbon support, whose contact angle is less than 90° as reported 
by other researchers.10, 11 The contact-angle measurements of compressed carbon black 
pellets were performed. Once a water droplet was applied, the pellets quickly absorbed the 
water and swelled, leaving no measurable water on the surface of the pellets. Hence, we 
were unable to record the contact angle of a carbon black pellet, but we confirmed that the 
carbon black (Vulcan) was hydrophilic. For the carbon loss, 100 µg/cm2 represented a 10 
wt% loss of the total cathode catalyst layer and a significant 28% of the total carbon mass 
in the catalyst layer, whereas the losses of ionomer12 and Pt were smaller.13 The small or 
negligible amount of ionomer loss was observed from unchanged XPS C-F peak intensities 
(near binding energy of 293 eV) shown in Figure 4-3a.  
 
Figure 4-3 (a) Carbon 1s spectra of selected CCLs, (b) oxygen 1s spectra of selected CCLs 
and peak deconvolutions in XPS, and (c) atomic ratio of oxygen-to-carbon detected by 
XPS vs. carbon mass loss. 
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On the other hand, calculations using Cassie-Baxter’s model showed that Young’s 
contact angles decreased by 17% and 12% using the porosity values by FIB-SEM and the 
mass-balance approaches, respectively, as shown in Figure 4-4a. An image of FIB-SEM 
and its reconstructed image are shown in Figure 4-4b and c. The BOL porosity was 
calculated after reconstructions of approximately 100 such FIB-SEM images. Since the 
porosity of catalyst layer was obtained from the top few microns (the surface of CCL in 
contact with gas diffusion media) in the through-plane direction, it was approximated as 
the void space for the catalyst layer surface. It is worth noting that despite an increase in 
the porosity after small amount of carbon corrosion, the calculated contact angle by the 
FIB-SEM approach still decreased. The increase in porosity in FIB-SEM after initial 
carbon corrosion can be attributed to the carbon loss without pore closure. That is, it was 
likely that the after mild carbon corrosion, the ionomer/binder preserved the remaining 
structure of the electrode such that the porosity increased. The previous study suggested 
that the FIB-SEM approach cannot include the porosity of interior amorphous carbon that 
were preferentially corroded, but the mass-balance approach accounted for inter- and intra-
particle hollowing.9 Hence the porosities by FIB-SEM were lower than those by the mass-
balance approach. In contrast to the increased Young’s contact angle using Wenzel’s 
model, the decrease in Young’s contact angles by porosity indicated reduced 
hydrophobicity, and this may result from 1) increased surface oxide content and 2) 




Figure 4-4 (a) Young’s contact angles calculated by Cassie-Baxter's model with porosity 
data obtained from mass balance (M-B) and focused-ion-beam scanning electron 
microscopy (FIB-SEM).9 (b) A FIB-SEM image of a catalyst layer after 87 µg/cm2 carbon 
loss with SEM parameters: voltage of 4kV and 1.6 nA and FIB parameters: 30 kV and 10 
pA. (c) A reconstructed image in a size of 4.33 µm x 2.39 µm for part of the FIB-SEM 
image. 
First, the O1s/C1s ratio increased as shown in Figure 4-3c. The ratio increased from 0.13 
for BOL to 0.16 after a small amount of 23 µg/cm2 carbon loss and increased at slower 
rates with further carbon loss. The increase in surface oxide content was also observed in 
the increased O-C=O intensity in the oxygen spectra as shown in Figure 4-3a. Further 
oxidation of the O-C=O would be released as CO2 gas. The O/C ratio appeared to reach its 
plateau after about 100 µg/cm2 carbon loss, because electrochemical oxidation may 
continue to occur deeper below the outer surface but the XPS cannot detect the sample a 
few nanometer below the surface. Figure 4-4shows continuing decreases in Young’s 
contact angle after 87 µg/cm2 carbon loss using both FIB-SEM and mass-balance porosity 
data. In Figure 4-5, the smallest Young’s contact angles were found using the combined 
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method. When using the combined model, the calculated Young’s contact angles showed 
minor variations using either MB or FIB-SEM porosities, whereas the surface O/C ratio 
increased by 40% from the BOL. Hence, the increase in surface oxides after ASTs may 
alter the surface chemistry of the catalyst layer, but the increase in surface O/C ratio was 
unlikely to be the main reason for the change in Young’s contact angles. 
 
Figure 4-5 Young’s contact angles using Wenzel’s, Cassie-Baxter’s, and a model 
combining the two. The last two models used porosity data from both mass balance 
approach and FIB-SEM approach. 
A second hypothesis was that degradation of the ionomer via main chain unzipping 
caused a decrease in apparent contact angles. The fluorine/sulfur ratio of the catalyst layer 
from XPS was examined. If the ratio decreased, Cassie-Baxter’s model would agree with 
the decrease in Young’s contact angle because fluorine resides mostly in the backbone of 
the ionomer in the catalyst layer. If the fluorine was released significantly, the main chain 
unzipping would reduce the hydrophobicity of the catalyst layer, leading to a reduced 
contact angle. However, the BOL CCL showed an F/S ratio of 58 and the F/S ratio 
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remained the same (between 57 and 59) for the corroded samples. Therefore, the use of 
Cassie-Baxter’s model appeared insufficient and Wenzel’s model or the combined model 
yielded better estimate of the Young’s contact angle. The increased Young’s contact angles 
(from 111° to 119°) using Wenzel’s model and relatively constant Young’s contact angles 
(from 107° to 105°) using the combined model suggested that despite the reduced apparent 
contact angle, the cathode catalyst layers sustained the high degree of hydrophobicity when 
subjected to these ASTs.  
In summary, the Wenzel’s and Cassie-Baxter’s models exhibited opposite trends of 
inherent wettability of catalyst layers after carbon corrosion and the combined model 
showed sustained hydrophobicity after carbon corrosion. The additional analysis of 
surface chemistry with surface geometry do not support the hypothesis that the reduced 
performance at high current densities can be ascribed to reduced hydrophobicity and 
greater liquid saturation of the pore structure, before the cell significantly fell below the 
DOE’s 10% target. For future studies, one can consider placing the goniometer inside a 
humidity box that controls the relative humidity and temperature. In this study, the 
ambient relative humidity and temperature, with which the MEAs were equilibrated 
before contact angle measurements, were not controlled. The differences in pre-
equilibrated relative humidities or temperatures in the room may have contributed to the 
large noise-to-signal ratios. In addition, the humidity box with controlled environment 
can account for the high hydration of ionomer in the catalyst layers, as fuel cells are 




A variety of ASTs were applied to PEM fuel cells made with commercial MEAs and the 
apparent contact angles were measured over a broad range of carbon mass losses in the 
cathode. The wetting property of the cathode catalyst layers was investigated via static 
contact angles coupled with microstructural changes. In Wenzel’s model, the Young’s 
contact angle became hydrophobic due to the loss of hydrophilic carbon support. On the 
other hand, the continuing decreased Young’s contact angle after 87 µg/cm2 using Cassie-
Baxter’s model did not correlate well with the plateaued surface oxide content or the 
constant F/S ratio. Neither the surface oxide nor the ionomer backbone unzipping reflected 
by the F/S ratio was the main cause for decreased Young’s contact angles. The combined 
model for both roughness and porosity also showed sustained hydrophobicity after up to 
130 µg/cm2 (37% loss of carbon in the cathode). Therefore, it was more accurate to use 
surface roughness and Wenzel’s model to probe changes in inherent wetting property, 
which was affected not only by surface oxide content but also by cathode morphology.  
The results of sustained hydrophobicity in CCLs suggested the microstructural collapse 
did not occur to cause a significant change in the wettability of the CCLs until the cell 
performance fell far below DOE’s 10% target. The results also suggested the need to 
investigate the effect of changes in ionomer distribution and coverage in the catalyst layer 
on mass-transfer polarization after carbon corrosion, because ionomer weight percentage 
increases in the catalyst layer as seen in the higher intensity of C-F peak than C-C peak 
after carbon corrosion.  
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CHAPTER 5. LITERATURE REVIEW ON CARBON SUPPORT 
FUNCTIONALIZATION AND IONOMER COVERAGE 
5.1 Three Schemes of Surface Functionalization for Carbon Support 
At ultra-low platinum loadings for cathodes (< 0.1 mg cm-2), researchers have reported 
larger than expected mass-transfer resistances at high current densities.1-3 Common 
theories for the reasons behind the high mass-transport resistance include oxygen 
dissolution kinetics,2 large local interfacial resistances,3, 4 and adsorption of the sulfonic 
acid group from the electrolyte onto Pt that reduces the activity for oxygen reduction.1 
Doping and surface functionalization are two major approaches to modify the 
properties of carbon materials.5 The treatment of carbon materials, such as carbon black, 
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG),6 carbon nanotubes,7 and graphene,8 by nitrogen 
dopants has been demonstrated. The functionalization changes the surface chemistry of 
carbon support materials for electrocatalysts with nitrogen-containing functional groups or 
molecules rather than introducing atomic impurities into the carbon support in the doping 
process.9-14 However, during the surface functionalization processes, the atomic impurities 
such as pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen can be incorporated into the graphite layers of the 
carbon support.14 The atomic nitrogen impurities are beneficial to electrocatalysts; for 
example, pyridinic nitrogen can increase electron donation from the functionalized carbon 
support to Pt particles and thus increase the mass activity.7, 15 The surface functionalization 
has been performed with ammonia,13, 15-17 para-phenylenediamine (pPDA),11 
benzimidazole,12 ethylenediamine,18 melamine,19 and aniline.20, 21 The surface 
functionalization may impact the electrocatalyst/support through 1) dispersion: modified 
nucleation and growth kinetics during catalyst nanoparticle deposition,22 2) durability: 
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enhanced electrocatalyst/support chemical binding,23 3) catalytic activity: the modified 
electronic structure of electrocatalyst nanoparticle.9 While these kinetic effects of surface 
functionalization with nitrogen species are extensively studied, the reports on effects of 
surface functionalization on mass transport are limited. 
Recent reports have shown that the surface functionalization (grafting positive 
functional groups) of carbon support affects the uniformity of ionomer (negative-charged 
sulfonate groups) distribution on the carbon support, which may further affect the mass-
transfer resistance.11, 13, 24, 25 Yang et al. determined a larger ionomer/carbon aggregate size 
after diazonium reaction of pPDA and a smaller size after diazonium reaction of sulfanilic 
acid due to their different surface charges. However, no full cell test was conducted to 
examine the effect of the functionalization on mass transfer.11 Xin et al. found improved 
performance of MEAs made with carbon support after sulfanilic acid at low relative 
humidity.26 Orfanidi et al. found reduced mass-transport polarization after ammonia 
functionalization; however, the study lacks a comparison surface functionalization to 
validate the beneficial effect of the ammonia functionalization.13 Current literature has 
limited comparison studies on the differences in responses to surface functionalization by 
different types of carbon support and their corresponding full cell performance and 
durability.24 
5.2 Ionomer Characterization 
There is a strong need for visualization of changes in ionomer distribution after surface 
functionalization. To visually determine the ionomer coverage and distribution in a catalyst 
layer before and after surface functionalization of carbon support, the relevant techniques 
include direct imaging using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or Scanning 
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Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM),22, 27 staining technique for direct imaging 
using TEM/STEM,28, 29 TEM/STEM coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
(EDS),30-32 STEM coupled with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS),31, 33, 34 and 
Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM).34-36 The direct imaging of ionomer on 
Pt/C using TEM/STEM requires nanometer spatial resolution and low acceleration voltage 
(about 80 kV). Park et al. used STEM to study ionomer coverage and traced the edge of 1 
to 2 nm thick in TEM images as the ionomer.22 Lee et al. found incomplete coverage of 
ionomer on the carbon support using TEM.27 For direct imaging, researchers also employed 
staining method to enhance the contrast between carbon support and ionomer, the latter of 
which also contains carbon.28, 29 Lopez-Haro et al. determined a 7 nm on average ionomer 
thickness of Cs-stained sample using STEM imaging.28 However, the staining method 
typically requires Pt-free samples to avoid the low contrast between the Pt and Cs under 
electron microscopy and thus it cannot image a sample directly cut from a catalyst layer of 
an MEA.  
Researchers also used STEM coupled with EDS or EELS to determine ionomer 
dispersion in the catalyst layers.30, 31 More et al. mapped fluorine to represent ionomer 
dispersed in catalyst layers in 3D at the nm-scale using STEM coupled with EDS,30 and 
Cullen et al. found an agreement between the EDS-determined I/C ratio (0.964) and the 
experimentally prepared I/C ratio (1.00).31 They concluded that EDS is suitable for 
quantitative analysis of ionomer distribution at low resolution whereas EELS can only be 
used as a qualitative analysis of ionomer distribution.31 Sulfur is another element present 
in the sulfonic acid groups in the Nafion ionomer; however, sulfur cannot be distinctively 
mapped by EDS because it overlaps with higher-order Pt spectra peaks. Another limitation 
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of the high-energy-electron technique is the radiation damage that can cause bond breaking, 
free radical formation, crosslinking, and eventually formation of amorphous carbon.31, 34 
De A Melo et al. determined an I/C volume ratio less than 0.01 using EELS for the 
experimentally prepared 1.0 I/C volume ratio, indicating significant radiation damage 
using EELS.34  
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CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR FUNCTIONALIZATION 
STUDY 
In this study, three different schemes of surface functionalization using three types of 
carbon support (Vulcan, Ketjen black, and a proprietary carbon X) were investigated, and 
the effects of this functionalization on the cell performance are reported. STEM images 
and EDS elemental maps were used to analyze the changes in ionomer surface coverage in 
the catalyst layer due to surface functionalization of carbon support. Lastly, the impact of 
surface functionalization on the durability of carbon support was examined following 
DOE’s accelerated stress test (AST) protocols.  
6.1 Carbon Functionalization and Verification 
Carbon supports tested in this study include Vulcan XC-72R (Cabot Corporation), 
Ketjen black EC-600JD (Fitz Chem Corporation), and a specialty carbon support, X (Kolon 
Industries). A description of the reaction routes to the different schema for 
functionalization is shown in Figure 6-1. In scheme 1, a diazonium reaction, 400 mg of 
carbon support was dispersed in a solution containing 400 mL of deionized water, 56 mg 
of para-phenylenediamine (pPDA) (≥ 97%, VWR), and 56 µL of concentrated nitric acid. 
After sonicating and stirring for 2 hours, 37 mg of NaNO2 (Reagent Grade, VWR), which 
was previously diluted in 2 mL of DI water, was added to the carbon support mixture 
dropwise to minimize the side reaction of NaNO2 with pPDA. The mixtures with Vulcan 
and Ketjen Black were held at 70 °C overnight, whereas the mixture with carbon support 
X sat for 24 hours due to its lower reactivity. In scheme 2, the pre-oxidation step was 
carried out by heating 400 mg of carbon support in a 60 mL 30% HNO3 solution under 
reflux for 4 hours. A batch of carbon support X was pre-oxidized in 50% HNO3 for 6 hours. 
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The pre-oxidized carbon support was then filtered, dried, and reacted with pure NH3 gas at 
50 sccm flow rate in a tube furnace at 200 °C for 4 or 6 hours for carbon support X. Scheme 
3 was identical to scheme 1 except that the 56 mg pPDA was replaced by equal molar 
amount (90 mg) of 4-aminobenzene sulfonic acid (sulfanilic acid) (Reagent Grade, VWR). 
 
Figure 6-1 (a) Scheme 1 diazonium reaction with para-phenylenediamine for creating 
positive surface charge in solution, (b) scheme 2 amination for creating positive surface 
charge, and (c) scheme 3 diazonium reaction with sulfanilic acid for generating negative 
surface charge. 
The following techniques were used to verify and characterize the surface functional 
groups on carbon black: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Thermo K-Alpha XPS, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific), nitrogen physisorption for Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
surface area and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) adsorptive pore volumes (ASAP 2050 
analyzer, Micromeritics), contact angle measurement (Model 250 goniometer, ramé-hart 
instrument), zeta potential (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Panalytical), and X-ray diffraction 
(X’Pert Pro Alpha-1, Panalytical). The XPS instrument was equipped with a 
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monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hv =1486.6 eV) and the analysis chamber was 5e-8 
mbar or lower. The survey scan was at 160 eV, and the high-resolution was at 40 eV. In 
BET tests, about 100 mg of sample was measured out each time and degassed at 200 °C 
for 18 h prior to the adsorption experiment. For contact angle measurements, 12 mg carbon 
support and 20 mg 60 wt% PTFE solution (50 wt% PTFE in the solid) were mixed in 5 mL 
DI water/IPA (volume: volume = 4:1). A drop of the mixture was added to a clean glass 
slide and dried and repeated for a total of 0.5 mL of the mixture. The samples for zeta-
potential measurements were prepared by dissolving 1 mg carbon support in 10 mL DI 
water. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on carbon support or Pt-deposited carbon 
support powder in ambient environment. 2Theta was measured from 17° to 90° at a step 
size of 0.32° and at a scan rate of 1 min per step.  
6.2 Pt Synthesis and MEA Fabrication 
The Pt nanoparticle synthesis was based on the “unprotected” colloidal method by 
Wang et al.1 95.3 mg of carbon support was mixed in 95 mL ethylene glycol, which acted 
as both a solvent and a reducing agent, for 2 h. The pH of the solution was increased to 11 
by adding 0.17 mL of 2 M NaOH. In order to obtain 20 wt% Pt/C catalyst, 0.589 mL of 8 
wt% H2PtCl6 solution was then added to the mixture and stirred at room temperature 
overnight. The reaction was carried out at 160 °C for 3 h. Anode catalyst inks were made 
of 5% Nafion 212 solution, commercial TKK 20% Pt/Vulcan with ionomer/carbon weight 
ratio = 0.66, DI water, and IPA. Cathode catalyst inks were made of the same ionomer 
solution and solvents with in-lab made 20 wt% catalysts. The catalyst inks were coated on 
Nafion 211 membrane via a direct spray-coating method to create a 4.8 cm2 active area. 
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The Pt loadings were kept at 0.1 mg/cm2 for both anode and cathode, unless otherwise 
noted.  
6.3 Fuel Cell Materials and Operation 
The cells were assembled with TGP-H-060 Toray carbon paper with 5% wet proofing 
as gas diffusion media (Fuel Cell Store), and 152 µm (6 mil nominal) PTFE sheets as 
gaskets (McMaster-Carr). The cell hardware was triple serpentine Poco graphite flowfields 
that were fastened to a torque of 5.0 N-m (Fuel Cell Technologies). The cells were tested 
on a Scribner 850e with a model 880 frequency response analyzer. The cells were wet-up 
for an hour and broke in by sixty cycles on hydrogen and air. Each cycle consisted of being 
held at 0.6 V for 1 min, open-circuit voltage (OCV) for 30 s, and then 0.3V for 1 min.  
The H2/air polarization curves and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were 
performed at differential conditions (2 SLPM H2 | 5 SLPM Air, 80 °C, 100% RH, 150 
kPaabs back pressure). The H2 cross-over test was performed (0.2 SLPM H2/0.1 SLPM N2, 
80°C, 100% RH) from 0.08V to 0.4V at 1 mV/s. The electrochemical surface area (ECSA) 
was obtained from cyclic voltammetry from 0.05 V to 0.6 V at 20 mV/s (0.05 SLPM H2/0.4 
SLPM N2, 80°C, 100% RH) using a Metrohm Autolab 302N potentiostat/galvanostat. The 
proton resistance in the catalyst layer was determined from H2/N2 impedance spectroscopy 
scanning from 10 kHz to 1 Hz (0.4 SLPM H2/0.4 SLPM N2, 80°C, 100% RH).
2 The limiting 
current measurement was performed using 4% O2 in N2 and mass-transfer resistance was 
calculated based on Baker’s method.3 
The accelerated stress tests were conducted following the protocols by DOE.4 For 
carbon-specific corrosion, potential cycling between 1.0 V and 1.5 V at 0.5 V/s was used. 
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The carbon loss was determined from the cathode CO2 exhaust and was recorded by a non-
dispersive infrared detector (NDIR) (California Analytical Instruments model 601).  
6.4 Limiting Current Analysis 
The limiting current analysis for local transport resistance is based on Baker method. 








The total transport resistance can be divided into resistance in the flow channel, 𝑅𝑐ℎ, the 
GDL, 𝑅𝐺𝐷𝐿 , and the other, 𝑅𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟  
𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑅
𝑐ℎ + 𝑅𝐺𝐷𝐿 + 𝑅𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟  (6.2) 

























where 𝐷𝑂𝑀  is the diffusion coefficient of the oxygen relative to the gas mixture in the flow 
channel, and other parameters are tabulated in . Since the limiting current technique was 
conducted at dilute concentrations of O2, the diffusion coefficient of oxygen relative to the 











where the product 𝑝𝐷𝑂𝑁 and ratio 𝐷𝑂𝑁/𝐷𝑂𝑊 are independent of the pressure, though each 
diffusivity coefficient are inversely related to the total pressure, 𝑝. When the total transport 
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resistance is plotted against the total pressure, the slope, 
𝜕𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜕𝑝







































The slope and the y-intercept are determined from the trend line. Therefore, the pressure-
independent transport resistance, 𝑅𝑃−𝐼, is calculated as 



















Table 6-1 Parameters used in limiting current analysis from literature and measurement 
Symbol Meaning Value Source 
a Half of the flow channel width 2.5E-4 m Measured 
𝑨𝒄𝒉 Dimensionless coefficient, flow-
rate-independent part of the 
channel transport resistance 
1.12 Baker3 
𝑨𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓  Pressure-dependent part of the 
other transport resistance  
Is not needed for the final 
𝑅𝑁𝑃  calculation 
Baker3 
𝑩𝒄𝒉 Dimensionless coefficient, flow-
rate-dependent part of the 
channel transport resistance 
1.01 Baker3 
𝒅𝒄𝒉 Channel depth 0.00075 m Measured 










𝒇 Non-dimensional parameter, 
which is interpreted as a shape 
factor that converts the resultant 
mass flux for the anisotropic, 






𝒍𝒄𝒉 Channel length 0.01865 m Measured 
𝑵 Number of parallel channels 3 Measured 
𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒎 Atmosphere pressure 101,325 Pa Fact 





273.15)3= 47,684 Pa 
Mench6 
𝑸𝒅𝒓𝒚 Inlet dry air flow rate in each 
channel 
2.778e-5 m3/s (5 L/min) Measured 
𝑻 Cell temperature 353.15 K Measured 
 
6.5 Ionomer Imaging using STEM/EDS 
The sample solution was prepared by mixing the electrocatalyst and ionomer at an I/C 
ratio of 0.66 for beginning-of-life samples and by scrapping off the cathode catalyst layer 
from an MEA after an AST. The materials were then dissolved in DI water/IPA (weight: 
weight = 1:1). The solution was sonicated and a drop of it was deposited on a copper grid. 
The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM images were collected on Hitachi HD-
2700 (200 kV) equipped with EDS. The field of view for STEM images was relatively 
large approximately 500 nm × 500 nm to minimize the radiation damage on the ionomer. 
Then EDS was measured on a smaller area of the STEM image for 7 min. The STEM/EDS 
imaging analysis include binarization and determination of fluorine pixel locations using 
ImageJ and selection of edge fluorine pixels based on Poisson’s distribution using 
MATLAB (see A.2 Analysis and Calculations of Ionomer Coverage) 
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CHAPTER 7. RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF FUNCTIONALIZATION 
STUDY 
7.1 Carbon Support Functionalization 
XPS was used to confirm occurrence of the surface functionalization. For scheme 1 
functionalization, a reference sample was made by including all the starting materials 
except NaNO2. The resulting XPS showed an absence of N, which confirmed that there 
was sufficient filtration and that the surface N content was unlikely from the starting 
materials. The surface elemental compositions of carbon support were determined using 
high-resolution scans shown in Figure 7-1.  
 
Figure 7-1 (a) Nitrogen 1s XPS spectra of KBs and peak deconvolution functionalized KBs 
into pyrrolic, amine, and pyridinic N, (b) Sulfur 2p spectra of KBs and KB after Pt 
deposition, and c) Platinum 4f spectra of KBs after Pt deposition. 
In Table 1, KB exhibited a higher degree of functionalization evidenced by the higher 
atomic% N after schemes 1 and 2 and the higher atomic% S after scheme 3 than V and X 
carbon supports for the same amount of reaction time, because the pristine KB contained 
more amorphous carbon and higher oxygen content that are more prone to surface reactions 
than V and X carbon support.1, 2 The carbon support X was highly crystalline as observed 
from TEM images, and a lower surface nitrogen content (0.6 atomic%) was obtained when 
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the support was reacted for the same duration as the Vulcan and KB. The durations of the 
surface functionalization schemes 1 and 2 were extended for carbon support X to achieve 
a similar degree of surface functionalization as those of Vulcan and KB. In addition to the 
extended reaction time, a more concentrated 50% nitric acid was used to pre-oxidize the X 
instead of the 30% nitric acid for Vulcan and KB.  
Table 7-1 XPS results of pristine and functionalized carbon support for C 1s, O 1s, N 1s, 
and S 2p spectra. X (scheme 1) 24 h denotes 24 h of reaction instead of overnight reaction 
for other scheme 1 samples. X (scheme 2) 6 h, 50% denotes 6 h of pre-oxidation reaction 
in 50% HNO3 whereas other scheme 2 samples were reacted in 30% HNO3. Scheme-3 
functionalization was not conducted for support X due to low performance of the scheme 
3 observed in both KB and V. The adverse effect of the scheme 3 is discussed in detail in 
fuel cell performance. 
Description Atomic% C Atomic% O Atomic% N Atomic% S  
KB 98.8 1.2 0 0 
KB (scheme 1) 93.5 2.8 3.7 0 
KB (scheme 2) 95.0 2.2 2.8 0 
KB (scheme 3) 89.1 9.7 0 2.2 
V  99.4 0.6 0 0 
V (scheme 1) 95.8 2.1 2.1 0 
V (scheme 2) 97.1 1.5 1.4 0 
V (scheme 3) 89.8 8.8 0 1.5 
X 99.7 0.3 0 0 
X (scheme 1) 24 h 95.5 2.3 2.1 0 
X (scheme 2)  98.7 0.7 0.6 0 
X (scheme 2) 6 h, 
50% 
95.7 2.5 1.7 0 
The pristine KB exhibited a high BET surface area of 1009 m2/g and the surface area 
decreased by 25-30% after scheme 1, scheme 2, and scheme 3 functionalization shown in 
Table 7-3Figure 7-3a. An insignificant amount of microporosity was observed in the 
pristine and the functionalized samples; hence the decrease in the surface area was 
attributed to the closure of some mesopores after the functionalization schemes. In 
comparison, Jung et al. found a threefold decrease in BET surface area after doping 1 
atomic% N on the surface of KB using ethylenediamine.3 Dowlapalli et al. observed a 
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similar decrease after diazonium reaction with sulfanilic acid.2 Orfanidi et al. reported a 
24% decrease in BET surface area after grating 0.9% N on Vulcan carbon support.4 The 
BJH adsorptive/desorptive volumes exhibited a similar trend as the BET surface area and 
decreased between 20% and 25%. For Vulcan carbon, the pristine sample had a BET 
surface area of 230 m2/g, which decreased by 42% after scheme 1. Although the decreases 
in mesopore volume and surface area may raise a concern for facilitating gas diffusion in 
the electrode, the locations of Pt particles and ionomer also play important roles in the 
diffusion process. Moreover, it was reported that the ECSAs of electrocatalysts did not 
correlate to the BET surface area of carbon support.3-5 On the other hand, the surface areas 
of the carbon support X increased slightly after both scheme 1 and scheme 2 
functionalization. This growth is attributed to increased defect sites and pore openings from 
the highly crystalline and graphitic pristine X, as demonstrated by the distinctive long, 
thick graphitic layers in TEM images and the sharp peak near 25° in XRD in Figure 7-2. 
The thick graphitic layers and the sharp XRD peak were absent in Vulcan or Ketjen black 
samples.  
 
Figure 7-2 (a) XRD patterns of Ketjen black, Vulcan, and carbon support X. b) XRD of 
Ketjen black and platinized Ketjen blacks. Diffraction peaks between 24° and 26° indicate 
the graphitic structure of carbon supports. The scheme 2 functionalization appeared to 
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increase the graphitic feature of the Ketjen black, whereas scheme 1 did not affect it. 
 
Figure 7-3 BET surface areas and BJH cumulative pore volumes of (a) KB and (b) Vulcan 
and carbon support X. The latter two were not in the same figure as KB because KB 
samples have four to five times higher surface areas or pore volumes than Vulcan and X. 
In preparing the samples for contact angle measurements, the dried carbon solution did 
not form a uniform layer on glass slides. With the non-uniformity and large PTFE content 
(50 wt% in the solid), the contact angle measurements were not used to estimate the change 
in the hydrophilicity of the functionalized carbon support. Furthermore, the carbon powder 
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was compressed into a 10-mm-in-diameter using stainless steel die with 10 mm in 
diameter. A flat, smooth surface was achieved for the carbon pellet. Nevertheless, when a 
water droplet was placed on the surface of the carbon pellet, the pellet immediately 
absorbed the water and expanded. Although the prepared carbon solution that contains 
PTFE may help maintain the structure of the pellet when water droplet was placed, the 
stainless steel die require solid sample for compressing. Hence, the results of water contact 
angle measurements were not tabulated in this study. 
Instead, the relative changes in surface hydrophilicity between the pristine and 
functionalized samples were compared using zeta potentials. The zeta potentials are plotted 
in the Figure 7-4and they represent the surface charge of carbon support in a solution, 
which was polar, aqueous in this study. An increase in surface charge leads to a decrease 
in water contact angle and an increase in surface hydrophilicity. For Vulcan carbon support, 
the zeta potential increased from -12.3 + 3.7 mV to +20.1 + 2.6 mV after scheme 1 and 
+18.7 + 1.6 mV after scheme 2 functionalization. The increased zeta potentials indicated 
an increase in hydrophilicity of the carbon support with amine functional groups after the 
two functionalization schemes. On the other, the zeta potential of scheme 3 Vulcan sample 





Figure 7-4 (a) Zeta potentials of pristine and functionalized carbon support in water and 
(b) pristine X after sonication for 1 minute and functionalized X after sonication for only 
3 seconds. 
Similar trends occurred in KB and carbon support X samples except that the pristine 
KB exhibited a positive zeta potential because the KB has a large BET surface area of 
1,007 m2/g and surface hydroxyl groups.6, 7 Despite that, all three types of carbon support 
reached zeta potentials of +20 + 5 mV after scheme 1 and 2 functionalization. In summary, 
the carbon support characterizations verified the occurrence of surface functionalization 
for all three schemes, showed the changes in BET surface area and pore volumes, and 
illustrated the changes of the surface charges of the carbon supports.  
Table 7-2 BET surface areas and BJH pore volumes of carbon and Pt-deposited carbon 
samples 
Sample BET Surface Area (m2/g) BJH Pore Volume (cm3/g) 
KB 1007 + 14 2.590 
Pt/KB 1013 + 13 1.893 
KB (scheme1) 680 + 8 1.616 
Pt/KB (scheme1) 971 + 8 1.946 
KB (scheme2) 720 + 12 2.002 
Pt/KB (scheme2) 956 + 7 1.634 
KB (scheme3) 761 + 11 1.652 
Pt/KB (scheme3) 585 + 10 1.518 
7.2 Fuel Cell Performance 
In Figure 7-5, Tafel plots show that both scheme 1 and scheme 2 improved the mass 
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activities of the electrocatalysts, while scheme 3 had the opposite effect on the 
electrocatalyst supported on both KB and Vulcan. The improved mass activities were likely 
due to the functionalization that increased electron donation from the functional sites of the 
carbon support to the Pt particles.8, 9 The XPS plot shows that KB after scheme 1 was 
grafted with nearly all amine functional groups centered on binding energy of 399.3 eV, 
whereas the KB after scheme 2 contained 45% amine, 35% pyridinic N, and 20% pyrrolic 
N. Hence, the further improvement of the mass activities by scheme 2 relative to that of 
scheme 1 implied the benefit of pyrrolic/pyridinic nitrogen in scheme 2 despite its lower 
surface nitrogen content than that of scheme 1. The benefit of pyridinic nitrogen in carbon 
support has been discussed by other researchers.4, 10 The improvement in the mass activities 
may also result from the formation of atomic C-N as the active sites for ORR in the absence 
of Pt particles.11  
 
Figure 7-5 Tafel plots of (a) KB samples, (b) Vulcan samples, and (c) X sample in 
comparison with pristine KB and V samples under 2 l min−1 H2 ∣ 5 l min−1 O2, 80 °C, 
100% RH, and 150 kPaabs. 
In theory, the sulfonate functional groups on the carbon support provides additional 
proton conduction in the catalyst layer and may enhance the overall performance.12, 13 
However, despite the same Pt particle size as the pristine KB sample (3.4 + 0.7 nm shown 
in Table 7-3), the lower performance of scheme 3-functionalized samples indicated the 
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poison effect to Pt electrocatalyst by sulfonate surface group causing sluggish kinetics, 
which has been discussed by other researchers.8, 14, 15 As a result of the poison effect by the 
sulfonate surface group, scheme 3 functionalization was not performed on the carbon 
support X. In addition to the poison effect of sulfonate groups on carbon support, scheme 
3 also caused severe agglomeration of Pt particles on carbon support as shown in the TEM 
images in Table 7-3, in which Pt particle sizes were obtained from STEM or TEM images 
and particle size distributions. The particle size distributions were taken from at least 50 
particles and multiple electron images may be needed to produce the histograms shown in 
the Table 7-3.  
Table 7-3 Pt particle sizes obtained from STEM or TEM images and particle size 
distributions. The particle size distributions were taken from at least 50 particles and 
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The type of carbon support appeared to affect the level of mass activity improvement. 
That is, the more graphitic carbon support with smaller BET surface area showed a lesser 
degree of mass activity improvement, corresponding to the difference in carbon reactivity 
of the surface functionalization found in XPS results. For example, both Vulcan and X 
were grafted with 2.1 atomic% N after scheme 1 functionalization; however, the mass 
activity was increased by 15% in Vulcan and 4% in carbon support X.  
Furthermore, Pt particle size and distribution also impacted the kinetics, though their 
impacts appeared to be less significant than the functionalization and the type of carbon 
support. For example, in compared to 3.4 nm + 0.7 nm of Pt/KB catalyst, Pt/KB (scheme 
2) had a Pt size 2.8 nm + 0.9 nm and a 10% increase in mass activity. On the other hand, 
Pt/V had a larger particle size and a wider size distribution (3.6 nm + 1.0 nm) than those 
of Pt/V (scheme 3) sample (3.3 nm + 0.5 nm), but the latter had a significantly worse mass 
activity and overall performance than the former shown in Figure 7-5and Figure 7-6. Figure 
7-6 shows that the type of carbon support played a substantial role in the cell performance 
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in medium to high current densities. Despite the similar mass activities of the three types 
of carbon support shown in Figure 7-5c., the cathode using Vulcan support exhibited the 
highest performance in the medium to high current densities. The improved performance 
was attributed to the higher portion of Pt particles located on outer surface of the Vulcan 
support than that of the KB, allowing the reaction sites more accessible, as reported by 
other researchers.5 The improved performance could also be due to a difference in ionomer 
distributions. Among KB samples, both scheme 1 and scheme 2 improved the cell 
performance, while scheme 3 worsened the performance, correlating to the trend in mass 




Figure 7-6 Polarization curves of BOL samples with cathodes made of (a) KB, (b) Vulcan, 
and (c) carbon support X at 80°C, 100% RH, 150 kPaabs, 2 L/min H2 | 5 L/min Air.  
Similar to the trend of the KB samples, Vulcan after scheme 1 exhibited the highest 
performance at medium to high current densities. In contrast to the results from previous 
reports,4 the ammonia-treated Vulcan (scheme 2) was not found to improve cell 
performance at medium to high current densities. Two additional MEAs of Pt/V (scheme 
2) and one additional batch of Pt/V (scheme 2) as well as its corresponding MEA were 
made and tested. The same trend was observed at medium to high current densities, and 
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the lack of improvement on mass transfer may be attributed to the partial closure of 
mesopores of the carbon support after the scheme 2 functionalization that is shown in BET 
and BJH results.  
The cell performance of pristine and functionalized carbon support X samples exceeded 
those of the KB samples but trailed behind those of the Vulcan samples. For the carbon 
support X, scheme 1 and scheme 2 both enhanced the max power density by 14% while 
the mass activity of the functionalized X only increased by 4%. Therefore, the greater 
improvement of the power density was attributed to the functionalization. The effect of 
degree of functionalization was studied on X (scheme 2) with one 0.6% N sample and one 
1.7% N sample and it was found that prolonged oxidation and amination did not improve 
the mass activities or performance at high current densities.  
Although the polarization curves illustrated the improvements by scheme 1 and scheme 
2 functionalization at medium to high current densities, the improvement of mass transport 
needed to be further examined by individual voltage losses. A theoretical transport 














where 𝛾𝑂2  is the kinetic reaction order with respect to partial pressure of O2, α is the 
transfer coefficient (α = 1), and 𝑖 and 𝑖lim are geometric and limiting current densities.
16 
The theoretical transport polarization was expected to underestimate the experimental 
polarization due to the additional transport resistance local to Pt catalysts that have been 
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where the equilibrium voltage, 𝑈𝜃 , is 1.18 V at 80 °C, b is the Tafel slope, and 𝑖𝑜  is the 
exchange current density of the Pt. Both b and 𝑖𝑜 are determined from polarization curves 
under H2|O2. 𝑖𝑥  is the cross-over current density, 𝑅𝛺  is the membrane resistance 
determined from the built-in iR interrupt technique of the fuel cell test station, and 𝑅H+,CL 
is the proton resistance in the catalyst layer determined from EIS under H2|N2. The kinetic 
polarizations correlate well to the trends shown in Tafel plots of Figure 7-5, and membrane 
resistances were very similar among the samples around 0.07 Ω -cm2. The proton 
resistances of catalyst layers varied more than the membrane resistances, ranging from 0.2 
Ω-cm2 to 0.6 Ω-cm2 as shown in Table 7-4. The proton resistances were higher for KB 
samples than Vulcan and X samples due to the greater amount of pores in the primary KB 
carbon particles on which the deposited ionomer did not contribute to the proton 
conduction path in the catalyst layer.20 
Table 7-4 Experimentally determined MEA parameters. Tafel slope is obtained from 
polarization curve under 2 L/min H2 |5 L/min O2, 80 °C, 150 kPaabs, corrected for iR and 
H2 cross-over. Proton resistance in CL is determined from EIS under 0.4L/min H2 |0.4 
L/min N2, 80 °C, ambient pressure. Membrane resistance is obtained from EIS under 2 
L/min H2 |5 L/min Air, 80 °C, 150 kPaabs. ECSA is calculated from cyclic voltammogram 
between 0.05V and 0.4 V under 0.05 L/min H2 |0.4 L/min N2. Carbon loss is measured from 
cathode CO2 exhaust by a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) instrument during potential 
cycling at 0.25 L/min H2 |0.25 L/min N2. Non-pressure dependent mass-transfer resistance, 
























KB 130 0.55 0.052 50 15.6  NA 1.61 
KB (scheme 1) 120 0.32 0.060 45 21.4 NA 1.12 
KB (scheme 2) 94 0.52 0.055 44 34.6 NA 1.55 
KB (scheme 3) 134 0.39 0.061 26 22.8 NA 2.12 
V 82 0.22 0.052 55 7.3 41.7 0.50 
V (scheme 1) 83 0.36 0.062 51 15.6 79.0 0.48 
V (scheme 2) 88 0.24 0.057 54 9.4 52.2 0.61 
V (scheme 3) 110 0.19 0.067 39 10.8 60.1 1.67 
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X 95 0.22 0.064 66 1.8 39.5 1.24 
X (scheme 1) 95 0.32 0.060 67 2.8 43.4 0.61 
X (scheme 2, 
0.6%N) 
94 0.29 0.055 57 3.5 43.7 0.73 
X (scheme 2, 
1.7%N) 
86 0.33 0.058 54 4.4 44.7 1.08 
Figure 7-7 shows the higher mass-transfer voltage losses in KB samples than Vulcan 
and carbon support X samples. One reason was that Pt particles tended to deposit in large 
and deep pores of KB, whereas the Pt particles were more prevalent on the surfaces of 
Vulcan and carbon support X, which has been reported by other researchers and observed 
in the STEM and TEM images in the supporting information. Among the KB samples, the 
trend of the mass-transfer voltage losses followed:  
KB(scheme 3) > pristine KB > KB(scheme 2) > KB (scheme 1), 
which is the opposite of the cell performance at medium to high current densities shown in 
Figure 7-6a. At these current densities, the increased performance resulted from the lower 




Figure 7-7 Experimental and theoretical transport polarizations of (a) KB samples, (b) 
Vulcan samples, and (c) X samples.  
Compared to the scheme-3 functionalized samples with a large mass-transfer 
polarization of 0.1 V at a current density of 0.4 A/cm2, the pristine KB sample reached the 
same amount of mass-transfer polarization near 1.0 A/cm2. The larger mass-transfer 
polarization of the scheme-3 functionalized KB likely resulted from a decrease in pore area 
and volume after Pt deposition on the KB (scheme 3), whereas the Pt deposition on other 
KB samples did not significantly changed their BET surface areas shown in Table 7-2.The 
reduction in pore area and volume rendered less accessible Pt active sites, which decreased 
the effective Pt loading in the cathode. Many researchers have reported the larger 
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local/interfacial transport resistance when cathode Pt loading is decreased.17, 19 
Furthermore, scheme 3 functionalization affected distribution of Pt particles, because TEM 
images in the Supporting Information show significant Pt agglomeration. The local mass-
transport resistance was determined to increase from 1.61 s/cm in Pt/pristine KB to 2.12 
s/cm in Pt/KB (scheme 3) using Baker’s limiting current technique in Table 7-4.Hence, it 
was evident that the scheme 3 (sulfonate groups) adversely affected the local mass 
transport.  
The larger mass-transfer polarization of the scheme-3 functionalized KB possibly 
resulted from less accessible Pt active sites that decreased the effective Pt loading in the 
cathode. Many researchers have reported the larger local/interfacial transport resistance 
when Pt loading is decreased.17, 19 Considering that the scheme 3 sample was only grafted 
with 2.2 atomic% sulfur content and its BET surface area only decreased by 24%, the 
smallest percent reduction of all schemes, it was evident that the poison effect of Pt 
adversely affected the local mass-transport resistance.  
In Vulcan samples, the trend of the mass-transfer polarizations followed the opposite 
of the cell performance. It is worth noting that the plots of the pristine and the scheme-2 
functionalized Vulcan samples overlapped over the majority of the current densities.  
Among carbon support X samples, the trend of mass-transfer polarization differed from 
those of the KB and Vulcan and followed the order of pristine X > scheme 1 > scheme 2. 
The reduction in mass-transfer polarization after scheme 2 was likely caused by a 
combination of an ionomer-carbon support interaction and an increase in BET surface area, 
the latter of which was absent in KB and Vulcan samples.  
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7.3 Ionomer Coverage 
To analyze the impact of ionomer-carbon support interaction, a novel method using 
STEM/EDS images to estimate ionomer coverage was developed and its procedures are 
detailed in the Figure 7-8 captions. As an input parameter, 7 nm ionomer film thickness 
was chosen based on calculations by Lopez-Haro et al.21 According to Kusoglu et al., the 
thickness of the Nafion ionomer wall is approximately 3 nm to 4 nm, and hence 4 nm was 
chosen as the maximum distance between two nearest F pixels, which were marked as 
ionomer coverage in step (f) in Figure 7-8.22 In other words, if a distance between two 
adjacent F pixels exceeded 4 nm, it was unlikely that the portion of the carbon edge 
between the two points was covered by the ionomer. More details on the selection of F 
pixels for ionomer coverage are described in the Supporting Information.  
 
Figure 7-8 Procedures to calculate percent surface ionomer coverage on carbon support 
using STEM/EDS: a) collect a STEM image with clear edges of an agglomerate, b) separate 
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the edges using a proper threshold (0.26 for this sample), c) map the F element, d) 
reconstruct the F on the separated edges of the agglomerate, e) filter the F pixels within 7 
nm of the edges, f) omit the F pixels with adjacent distance greater than the upper mean 
distance of 95% confidence level of Poisson distribution and label the points (x) on the 
edge of the carbon support with the shortest distance between the F pixels and the carbon 
edge, and g) highlight the carbon support edges that are mostly likely covered by the 
remaining F pixel clusters. The calculated ionomer coverage is 39% for an I/C (KB after 
scheme 1) weight ratio of 0.65. 
In Table 7-5, the averaged surface ionomer coverage increased from 26% to 30% after 
scheme 1 and to 33% after scheme 2 functionalization for KB samples, though large 
uncertainties were observed. In addition, the functionalization appeared to lead to a more 
uniform ionomer distribution as is evident from the smaller standard deviation of Pt/X 
(scheme 2, 0.6% N) than that of Pt/X. The large uncertainties in ionomer coverage resulted 
from a tradeoff between a large field of view for mitigating radiation damage and a small 
field of view for obtaining detailed elemental mapping.  
The ionomer coverage results in this study were lower than some published values due 
to differences in measurement/calculation techniques. Ikeda et al. used a cyclic 
voltammetry approach and Lopez-Haro et al. applied STEM imaging of Cs-stained 
ionomer on carbon support. The former found that ionomer coverage only increased by 
10% for a twofold increase in I/C ratio, whereas the latter determined that the ionomer film 
thickness did not vary but coverage nearly doubled for a twofold increase in I/C ratio. In 
this study, the ionomer coverage increased almost linearly with I/C ratio but the absolute 
value of the ionomer coverage only increased by 50% when the I/C ratio was nearly tripled. 
One cause may be the inclusion of ionomer in the binarization step of carbon support. The 
inclusion of ionomer led to overestimation of the carbon support circumference and thus a 
lower coverage value. Another cause for the lower ionomer coverage in this study was 
likely the removal of a portion of F pixels above the upper limit of the 95% confidence 
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level of Poisson’s distribution from step (e) to step (f) in Figure 7-8. Since the increase in 
ionomer coverage was less significant than the improvement in cell performance, the 
difference suggested the importance of not only how much the ionomer covered the carbon 
support but also how the ionomer was distributed on the carbon support. The former was 
examined through the STEM/EDS approach while the latter was more challenging to 
image.  
Another important experimental condition to consider is hydration of the ionomer. 
Under the vacuum environment of STEM/EDS measurement, the ionomer is dry, whereas 
the fuel cells were operated at 100 % RH. Therefore, the volume expansion of the ionomer 
due to hydration should be accounted for in the ionomer coverage values used in the 
modified agglomerate model. Weber group found expansion of Nafion 212 in through- and 
in-plane directions at different temperatures.23 Extracting the data from the plot, the one-
dimensional expansions as a function of temperature are 
%𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ−𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 = 0.1244 (𝑇 − 273.15) + 6.680 (7.3) 
%𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑛−𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒 = 0.1042 (𝑇 − 273.15) + 4.258 (7.4) 
Therefore, the experimental surface ionomer coverage was corrected for its 2-D expansion 
in the through-plane direction listed in Table 7-5. The new coverage values approached 
50%, or half of the carbon support being covered by the ionomer. The impact of the surface 
functionalization remained the same.  
Table 7-5 Published ionomer coverage results and experimental results using STEM 
images with fluorine EDS maps.  
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Sample description Surface coverage 








Published Result for 
KB, I/C = 0.7524 
55 N/A  
Published Result for 
KB, I/C = 0.5024 
52 N/A  
Published Result for 
Vulcan, I/C = 0.521 
79.5 + 2.3 
7.2 + 2.1 
(output) 
 
Pt/KB, I/C = 0.38 20 + 6 (20, 13, 19, 28) 7 (input) 27+ 8 
Pt/KB, I/C = 0.66 26 + 6 (26, 28, 18, 32) 7 (input) 35+ 8 
Pt/KB, I/C = 1.06 31 + 3 (29, 33, 34, 27) 7 (input) 42+ 4 
Pt/KB (scheme1), 
I/C = 0.66 
30 + 8 (22, 39, 30) 7 (input) 41+ 11 
Pt/KB (scheme2), 
I/C = 0.66 
33 + 7 (34, 25, 42) 7 (input) 45+ 9 
Pt/X, I/C = 0.66 26 + 11 (38, 17, 22) 7 (input) 35+ 15 
Pt/X (scheme 2, 
0.6% N), I/C = 0.66 
33 + 7 (29, 40, 30) 7 (input) 45+ 9 
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CHAPTER 8. MODEL DEVELOPMENT FOR IONOMER COVERAGE 
8.1 Literature Review on Modeling Ionomer Coverage in Electrode 
A number of modeling (the agglomerate model and kinetic-gas model) and 
experimental techniques (oxygen or hydrogen limiting current measurements) have been 
developed to investigate the local transport resistance of cathode.1-6 Many of the 
publications have found that ionomer thin films in the CCL are more resistive to the oxygen 
diffusion to Pt sites than bulk ionomer films and that the oxygen permeation through the 
ionomer is the dominant resistance especially at low Pt loadings.1, 3, 7   
The first implementation of agglomerate model in PEM fuel cells was published by 
Ridge et al. in 1989.8 They used cylindrical agglomerates through which oxygen diffuses 
while simultaneously reacting. Their model only focused on cathode and GDL and 
neglected the anode and the membrane. The first full PEM fuel cell was developed by 
Springer et al. at Los Alamos National Laboratory in 1991.9 The Fuller research group had 
previously employed a flooded agglomerate with thin film model describing oxygen 
transport through the ionomer in the cathode catalyst layer shown in Figure 8-1a. An 
approximate analytical solution is obtained with a pseudo-steady-state approximation.10  
 
Figure 8-1 (a) Illustration of an agglomerate model for ionomer diffusion and (b) an 
agglomerate model with partial ionomer coverage. 
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 In the agglomerate model developed by Setzler and Fuller, only one oxygen partial 
pressure was defined. The oxygen partial pressure in the ionomer film, 𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑓 , is calculated 
as  
 𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑓 = 𝑝𝑂2 −
𝐻𝑂2 ,𝑖  𝑗𝑂𝑅𝑅  𝑅𝑎𝑔𝑔









The detail of each parameter and variable can be found in LIST OF SYMBOLS AND 
ABBREVIATIONS section. It is worth noting that 𝑗𝑂𝑅𝑅  denotes the rate of the oxygen 
reduction reaction on a volumetric basis. The second term on the right-hand side of the 
equation describes the change in oxygen partial pressure due to ionomer film transport 
resistance, which should increase with either the ionomer film thickness,  𝑑𝑓 , or the 
agglomerate radius, 𝑅𝑎𝑔𝑔. The authors determined 840 nm and 27.1 nm for agglomerate 
diameter and ionomer film thickness, respectively, after fitting the model to experimental 
data. In comparison, other publications with agglomerate models have used agglomerate 
size ranging from 100 nm to 2000 nm listed in Table 8-1.11-14  
Table 8-1 Literature values for agglomerate sizes used in PEM fuel cells. 
Author (Year) Agglomerate Diameter (nm) Ionomer Film Thickness (nm) 
Jaouen (2002)11  1,000 0 - 50 
Guo (2004)12 2,000 3,550 
Secanell (2007)13  500 – 2,000 0 - 80 
Xing (2014)15  500 – 1,000 An equation based on mass 
conservation  




Mashio (2017)16 40 3 
Darling (2018)17 150 3 
Darling (2020)18 150 – 300 3 
As part of the surface functionalization study in CHAPTER 7, SEM and STEM images 
of electrodes prepared at the Fuller laboratory were measured. They show a large variation 
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in size of the possible carbon/ionomer agglomerates between approximately 400 nm and 
900 nm as illustrated in Figure 8-2 a and b; nevertheless, well-defined boundaries do not 
exist. Other researchers have suggested the use of well-defined carbon primary particle as 
an agglomerate in the model.16 In addition, the experimental values found in the literature 
have reported thinner ionomer thickness than 27.1 nm used by Setzler and Fuller.19, 20 The 
variations in agglomerate size and ionomer film thickness and their difference from the 
experimental values suggest that it is better to treat the agglomerate model as a purely 
empirical description of internal and external mass-transfer limitations rather than a literal 
model describing the catalyst layer microstructure. 
 
Figure 8-2 (a) SEM image a cross-sectional cathode made of Pt/Vulcan/Nafion 212, (b) 
secondary electron (SE) image from STEM measurement of Vulcan (3.8 atom%N by 
XPS)/Nafion 212, (c) TEM image of Vulcan/Nafion 212 ionomer, and d) SE image from 




The ionomer thickness values found in the literature vary greatly, and there are no 
accepted standard techniques to measure it. In fact, the assumption that the ionomer 
completely covers the support that is described with a single parameter of thickness has 
not been verified.  Here, a different line is pursued—the agglomerate model is modified 
with partial ionomer coverage shown in Figure 8-2 b.  It is worth exploring if the observed 
geometries of the catalyst layer, such as the carbon particle size （~40 nm）via electron 
microscopy, can be used in the model to approximate the fuel cell performance. 
In this chapter, two approaches for modification of the agglomerate model with partial 
ionomer coverage are explored. First, the ionomer coverage is simply incorporated in ORR 
kinetics with the agglomerate size remaining the same as Setzler and Fuller. Second, a 
multi-process transport for oxygen through carbon particles with or without ionomer 
coverage is developed. The location of Pt particles is also factored in for the difference in 
Pt distributions in Vulcan and Ketjenblack (KB) carbon supports. The experimental 
ionomer coverage values determined from STEM/EDS analysis in the section 7.3 Ionomer 
Coverage are used. The effect of the ionomer coverage on 1) cell performance at high-
current density region and 2) mass-transfer resistance of CCL is investigated.  
8.2 Direct Incorporation of Ionomer Coverage in ORR Kinetics 
Since the electrochemical reaction requires the triple-phase boundaries in the cathode 
(ionomer, oxygen, and catalyst), the agglomerate without ionomer coverage is assumed to 
be inactive. The first scenario is an incorporation of ionomer coverage in surface ORR rate 
expression in Setzler’s model and it is modified to  
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(Φ1 − Φ2 − 𝑈
𝜃))  (8.2) 
where 𝑥𝑖,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓  is the fraction of ionomer surface coverage, 𝑘0 is the Butler-Volmer rate 
constant, Γ𝑣 is the vacant catalytic sites, and the other terms can be found in LIST OF 
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS section.  
The second scenario is treating the ionomer coverage as a volumetric value and adds it 
to the macroscopic homogeneous volumetric reaction rate, 𝑗𝑂𝑅𝑅  
𝑗𝑂𝑅𝑅 = 𝑥𝑖,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 𝜂 𝑘
′(𝑃𝑂2,𝑓)
𝑚




where 𝜂 is the effectiveness factor describing the ratio of the average rate of reaction in the 
absence of mass-transfer limitation, 𝑘′ is the equivalent homogenous rate constant, and 
other terms can be found in  LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS section. It is 
worth noting that in the equivalent homogeneous rate constant expression shown in eq. 







The simulated polarization curves for KB show an additional polarization of about 30 
mV in the kinetics region compared to the simulation without accounting for the ionomer 
coverage term, 𝑥𝑖,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓, as illustrated by Figure 8-3b. It is worth noting that the difference 
in cell potentials between using the ionomer coverage in surface and volumetric reaction 
rate is minimal at low current densities (<0.5 A/cm2) and the voltage loss increases 
significantly at high current densities (90 mV drop at the limiting current). This shows the 
importance of ionomer coverage in the CCL for high current densities, but its specific 
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impact on mass-transfer resistance needs other formulations. In addition, the plot reveals 
the insufficient resistance formulation in the Setzler and Fuller model. The experimental 
KB cell performance is significantly lower than the simulated performance at high currents, 
even though the physical and electrochemical parameters such as Pt loading, electrode 
thickness, ECSA, etc., are accounted for.  
 
Figure 8-3 Simulated polarization curves for full and partial ionomer coverage using the 
agglomerate model (radius = 420 nm and ionomer film thickness = 27 nm) and the 
experimental polarization curve of Pt/KB at the operating condition of Air, 80 °C, 
100%RH, and 150 kPaabs at (a) linear and (b) log scales. Note: ohmic resistance is not 
corrected in (b). 
8.3 Incorporation of Local Gas Transport and Resistance  
Researchers have recently considered the addition of local gas transport to the classical 
agglomerate models. Mashio et al. modeled local gas transport process in the vicinity of 
the Pt surface and considered Pt particles both on the surface and inside the carbon 
support.16 In addition, the authors employed an ionomer coverage parameter in the classical 
agglomerate model. The incorporation of local gas transport was found to improve the 
model’s agreement with the experimentally measured transport resistance and that 
interfaces between ionomer/Pt and water/Pt interfaces contribute the most the local 
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transport resistance. However, the authors had to lower the oxygen permeation coefficients 
in ionomer and in water by a factor 5 to 20 to match the experimental transport resistance. 
Schuler et al. employed the agglomerate model and hydrogen limiting current technique 
and they concluded that the Knudsen resistance and diffusional resistance of oxygen in the 
ionomer instead of the interfaces (Pt/ionomer and ionomer/gas) account for the most of the 
total CCL transport resistance (50% to 70%).21 The conclusion contrasts with the results 
of an earlier publication by the same research group.1 In addition, the authors did not 
consider partial ionomer coverage or the porosity of the primary carbon particle. Darling 
et al. formulated agglomerate models for oxygen transport resistance in both high-surface 
(KB) and low-surface carbon support (Vulcan).17, 18 They found that the nanoscale 
contributions to oxygen transport resistance are five times higher in KB than Vulcan, while 
the ratio of CCL transport resistances made of these two types of carbon support is only 
1.4. However, the authors only considered complete ionomer coverage.  
 
Figure 8-4 (a) Transport with Pt on the surface of the carbon primary particle covered by 
ionomer, b) transport with Pt inside carbon primary pore covered by ionomer, c) inactive 
Pt site without ionomer coverage and d) transport with Pt inside carbon primary pore filled 
with water film and the carbon particle without ionomer coverage.  
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In this study, four configurations of oxygen transport in the CCL are proposed and 
shown in Figure 8-4a, where 𝑅𝑃𝑡/𝑖 is the interfacial resistance due to interaction between 
Pt and sulfonate in the ionomer, 𝑅𝑂2 ,𝑖 is the diffusional resistance of oxygen in the ionomer, 
𝑅𝑖/𝑔 is the dissolution resistance between ionomer and gas, 𝑅𝐾𝑛 is the Knudsen diffusion 
resistance in the secondary pores of the CCL, and 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑙  is the molecular diffusion 
resistance in the secondary pores of the CCL. In Figure 8-4b, the additional terms, 𝑅𝑃𝑡/𝑤 , 
𝑅𝑂2 ,𝑤, and 𝑅𝑤/𝑖 denote interfacial resistance between Pt and water, diffusional resistance 
of oxygen in water, and dissolution resistance between water and ionomer, respectively. It 
is worth noting that of all these resistances, only 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑙 is pressure-dependent. The local 
transport resistance includes all but 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑙  and 𝑅𝐾𝑛. The followings are a summary of main 
assumptions in this study: 
1. Primary pores of carbon support are filled with liquid water under normal operating 
condition either with or without ionomer coverage 
2. In the secondary pores of CCL, only water vapor is present, and thus transport through 
the gas phase is considered 
3. Pt particles on the surface of carbons support without ionomer coverage are inactive 
4. The sum of interfacial resistances at gas/water and water/Pt is similar to the sum of 
interfacial resistances at gas/ionomer and ionomer/Pt.  
5. The thickness of ionomer thin film is constant despite different ionomer coverage 
For the first assumption, although the water saturation of the primary pore is not 
necessarily one at high RH, the saturation is still high. Researchers have used theoretical 
studies to show22 or have assumed16, 18 that the primary pores of carbon support are filled 
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with water at high RH. Platinum particles in these water-filled pores without ionomer may 
remain active due to weak proton conduction via condensed water.21 Hence, in this work, 
the primary pores where Pt particles reside are assumed to be filled with water and the Pt 
particles are active at normal operating condition (80 °C and 100%RH). The active Pt 
particles are in the configurations (a) (b) and (d) in Figure 8-4. On the other hand, the Pt 
particles on the surface of carbon support without ionomer coverage are rendered inactive 
as illustrated in Figure 8-4 (c). At low humidity and low oxygen condition (80 °C, 62%RH, 
4vol% O2 in N2) of the limiting current tests by Baker et al., the primary pores of carbon 
support are assumed to be free of water thus rendering the Pt sites inside the pores inactive.4 
The equivalent resistance circuits for normal and limiting-current operating conditions are 
shown in Figure 8-5. The fraction of ionomer coverage, 𝑥𝑖.𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 , and the fraction of Pt 
particles on the surface of carbon support, 𝑥𝑃𝑡.𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓, are accounted for in the model. 
 
Figure 8-5 Circuit model for a) normal operating condition (80 °C, 62%RH, air) and b) dry 
limiting current condition (80 °C, 62%RH, 4vol% O2 in N2). 𝑥𝐼𝑆𝐶  is fraction of ionomer 
coverage on carbon support and 𝑌 is the fraction of Pt particles on the surface of carbon 
support.  
First, the pressure-dependent portion of the CCL transport resistance is derived from 











where ℓ𝐶𝐿  is the catalyst layer thickness; and the effective catalyst layer oxygen 
diffusivity, 𝐷𝐶𝐿,𝑒𝑓𝑓 , is based on oxygen diffusivity in cathode gas mixture and the Knudsen 
diffusion coefficient.21 The oxygen diffusivity in a gas mixture is estimated from the binary 





















































At the ionomer/gas interface, through ionomer, and at Pt/ionomer interface, the oxygen 
fluxes at agglomerate-scale, 𝑛𝑂2,1, are 









𝑛𝑂2 ,1 = −𝑘𝑃𝑡
𝑖





where 𝑘𝑖/𝑔  is mass-transfer coefficient for oxygen permeation at ionomer/gas interface and 
𝑘𝑃𝑡/𝑖   is mass transfer coefficient at the Pt/ionomer interface. Since all of the oxygen fluxes 
are equal to each other at steady state, the sum of the local transport resistance in the 
configuration (a) of Figure 8-4 or the top of the 3 parallel circuits in Figure 8-5 becomes, 
𝑅𝑂2,1 =





where 𝑥𝑖,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the fraction of ionomer surface coverage, 𝑥𝑃𝑡,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 is the fraction of Pt 
particles on the surface of the carbon support, and 𝐶1 is the oxygen concentration in the gas 
phase on  top of the ionomer thin film. 𝐶1  is related to 𝐶10  by Henry’s law. After 

















where the sum of 
1
𝑘𝑖/𝑔
  and 
1
𝑘𝑃𝑡/𝑖
 have been determined by Kudo et al. be 135 s/m by varying 
the ionomer thin film thickness. Furthermore, Jinnouchi et al. used transition state theory-
based molecular dynamics simulation and found that the O2 permeation flux in unit of A-
m-2Pa-1 (not the same as 𝑛𝑂2,1 in unit of mol-m
-2s-1) at the Pt/ionomer interface is about 
1/100 of the flux at the ionomer/gas interface. Based on this, the 𝑘𝑃𝑡/𝑖  = ( 𝐶10 −
𝐶11)/(𝐶12 − 𝐶13)𝑘𝑖/𝑔 = 1/100 𝑘𝑖/𝑔 .  
The transport resistance for oxygen diffusing all the way to Pt sites in the pores of 
carbon support shown in the configuration (b) (or the middle circuit of the three parallel 
circuits in Figure 8-5) is derived similarly as that for the configuration (a). However, two 
derivations by Darling et al. are employed to model resistance from 𝐶22 to 𝐶24, including 
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entry transport and one-dimensional diffusion in the water-filled primary pore.18 Thus, the 























For oxygen diffusion to Pt sites on the surface of carbon support that is absent of ionomer 
as shown in configuration (c) of Figure 8-4, the Pt sites are assumed to be inactive and the 
local transport resistance, 𝑅∞, is thus infinitely large. For pores of carbon support that are 
absent of ionomer coverage shown in configuration (d) of Figure 8-4, the transport 

















where the interfacial resistances at water/gas and Pt/water locations are unknown and are 
assumed to be the same as the sum of ionomer/gas and Pt/ionomer interfacial resistances. 




























where the third path with inactive Pt in Figure 8-5a is not shown in the equation because 




Table 8-2 Model parameters sourced from the literature, measured/calculated from known 
quantities, or assumed. 
Symbol Meaning Value Source 
𝐴𝑃𝑡 Effective surface area of Pt 




𝑑𝑓 Thickness of ionomer thin 
film 
7 nm Lopez-Haro19 
𝑑𝑃𝑡 Diameter of Pt particle 3.4 nm Measured 
𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 Diameter of carbon support 
pore 
4 nm Darling18  
𝑑𝑠𝑝 Diameter of secondary pore 
for Knudsen diffusivity 
40 nm Setzler23 
𝐷𝑂2,𝑖 Oxygen diffusivity in 
ionomer 
1.22x10-10 m2/s Lin24 and 
Setzler10 
𝐷𝑂2 ,𝑤 Oxygen diffusivity in liquid 
water 
4.90x10-9 m2/s Harris25 
𝐻𝑂2 ,𝑖 Henry’s constant of O2 in 





𝐻𝑂2 ,𝑤 Henry’s constant of O2 in 
water thin film 









Sum of the interfacial 
resistances at ionomer/gas 
and at Pt/ionomer 







Sum of the interfacial 
resistances at ionomer/gas 
and at Pt/water 







Sum of the interfacial 
resistances at water/gas and 
at Pt/water 
135 s/m Assumed 
ℓ𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 Depth of carbon support pore 4 nm Darling
18 
𝑅𝑎𝑔𝑔  Agglomerate radius 40 nm Measured 
𝑥𝑖.𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓  Fraction of carbon support 
covered by ionomer 
0.35 to 0.45  Measured 
𝑥𝑃𝑡.𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓  Fraction of Pt on the surface 
of carbon support 
0.95 for Vulcan 
0.38 for KB 
Kongkanand27 
𝑔
𝐶𝐿 Porosity of gas pore 0.4 Star28 
𝜏𝐶𝐿  Tortuosity of gas pore 1.61 Star28 
The 𝑅𝑂2
𝐶𝐿  was compared to the CCL transport resistance, 𝑅𝑂2 ,𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑧𝑙𝑒𝑟
𝐶𝐿  obtained from the 












𝐶𝐿 is the oxygen partial pressure taken at CCL|GDL interface, 𝑖lim is the limiting 
current density at normal operation condition (100%RH, 80°C, Air). Figure 8-6 shows an 
inverse relationship between the fraction of ionomer coverage and the total O2 transport 
resistance in the CCL for both high-surface-area carbon KB and low-surface-area Vulcan. 
The model reveals that the ionomer coverage does not significant affect the total transport 
resistance of the CCL after 𝑥𝑖.𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 exceeds about 0.5. This ionomer coverage onset value 
is similar to those determined using STEM/EDS technique between 0.35 and 0.45 listed 
in Table 7-5. In addition, the ratio of Pt/KB resistance to Pt/V resistance is between 1.3 
and 1.7, which matched  the range of 1.06 to 1.7 reported by other researchers, who used 
a more simplified agglomerate model.18  
 
Figure 8-6 Simulated total CCL transport resistance for Vulcan and KB (dashed lines) 
using this model compared to correcting ionomer coverage in Setzler’s model for 𝑟𝑂𝑅𝑅   and 
𝑗𝑂𝑅𝑅  (dotted lines).  
The following discussion focuses on comparing and contrasting the modeling results 
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with those by Setzler and Fuller’s model. First, unlike the liquid water films in the carbon 
pores assumed in this model, Setzler and Fuller’s model is strictly one-phase (gaseous). In 
addition, 40 nm agglomerate size and 7 nm ionomer thickness are used in this model 
compared to 420 nm and 27 nm employed in Setzler and Fuller’s model. Despite the 
difference, the simulated total CCL transport resistance using Setzler and Fuller’s model 
have matched the simulated values of this model (~96 s/m) at 𝑥i,surf = 0.7 for KB and at 
𝑥i,surf = 0.35 for Vulcan. This match suggests that at Setzler and Fuller’s model can account 
for sufficient transport resistance of the CCL only at high ionomer coverages, whereas at 
lower ionomer coverage, which was observed in KB samples (section 7.3), additional local 
transport resistance needs to be factored in. If the 40 nm agglomerate size and 7 nm 
ionomer thickness are input in the Setzler and Fuller’s model, the transport resistance of 
CCL is calculated to be only 20 s/m, which is about 1/3 of the resistance using the original 
agglomerate dimensions for KB. The discrepancy indicates that the local transport 
resistance accounts for the majority of the CCL transport resistance. It also suggests the 
use of carbon primary particle dimensions in the agglomerate model is applicable when the 
local transport is formulated.  
On the other hand, when the ionomer coverage term were directly incorporated in the 
rate or flux expressions (discussed in section 8.2), Figure 8-6s shows the minimal effect of 
ionomer coverage on the transport resistance, which are increased by 25 and 15 s/m for the 
rate and flux expressions between 0.05 ionomer coverage to full ionomer coverage. The 
increases of 25 and 15 are insignificant compared to 750 s/m increase for KB carbon 
support from 0.05 ionomer coverage to full ionomer coverage. In addition to insensitive 
change of transport resistance to the ionomer coverage, the direct-incorporation approach 
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also appears to underestimate the transport resistance compared to the equivalent circuit 
model approach. The two differences (insensitivity and underestimation) between the two 
models implicate that: 1) the direct incorporation of ionomer in the rate expressions is 
insufficient, and 2) the simulated polarization will be substantially lowered if the local 
transport resistance is added to the Setzler and Fuller’s model, which may better match the 
experimental cell performance.  
Variable Ionomer Film Thickness 
A major assumption in the model described in section 8.3 is a uniform ionomer 
thickness for the full range of ionomer coverage (𝑥𝑖,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓  ∈ [0,1]). The uniform ionomer 
thickness is improbable considering the conversation of mass. Furthermore, researchers 
have reported non-uniform distribution of ionomer in the carbon support.20, 29, 30  Hence, it 
is worth adding a variable thickness of the ionomer thin film in the model. The thickness, 
𝑑𝑓, varies with the ionomer coverage relative to a reference thickness of 7.2 nm at 𝑥𝑖,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 
= 79.5%.19 The ionomer film thickness is 0.795/𝑥𝑖,𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓*7.2 based on conservation of mass. 
Figure 8-7 show that a thicker ionomer thin film occurs at low ionomer coverage and 




Figure 8-7 Simulated total CCL transport resistance as a function of ionomer coverage for 
Vulcan and KB carbon support with or without variable ionomer thickness. 
8.4 Conclusion 
Three different formulations for incorporating fraction of ionomer coverage are 
explored. Using the direct incorporation in ORR reaction rate or flux, transport resistances 
are insignificantly affected by the ionomer coverage. On the other hand, when local oxygen 
transport is added to the transport model for oxygen in the CCL, the transport resistance 
scales in a 1/x shape with the ionomer coverage for both KB and Vulcan carbon supports. 
Furthermore, when a variable thickness of the ionomer is utilized, the trend of the 
decreasing transport resistance with ionomer coverage remains the same. The new 
transport model supports the use of the dimensions of primary carbon particles (about 40 
nm in diameter) in the agglomerate model, whereas the majority of prior models use much 
larger agglomerate sizes (100 nm to 2,000 nm).  
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CHAPTER 9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1 Recommendations for Wettability Study 
The wettability study concluded with the small decreases in hydrophobicity of the 
CCL with carbon corrosion when the cell performance dropped below the DOE’s 10% 
target. Only one type of commercial MEAs made of Vulcan at 0.3 mgPt/cm
2 with 46wt% 
to 50wt% Pt/C was used in the study. The Pt loading was much higher than the DOE’s 
target of 0.1 mg/cm2 or other MEAs in the recent publications (past 3 years), which 
typically use electrocatalysts with lower Pt weight percentage (i.e. 20 wt% Pt/C). Thus, 
the study can be expanded to MEAs with lower Pt loadings. A challenge to the expansion 
of the study lies in the expensive, time-consuming FIB-SEM experiments for the 
determination of porosities. In addition, since the C-F bond is a key part of the surface 
analysis and the chemical elements of different CCL samples are the same, the future 
measurements of XPS survey scans are recommended to be reduced or omitted to 
minimize the radiation damage of ionomer. The high-resolution scans of fluorine and 
carbon should be performed first.  
9.2 Recommendations for Surface Functionalization Study 
The surface functionalization study concluded with the improvements of mass activity 
and ionomer distribution on the carbon support after functionalization with nitrogen-
containing surface groups as well as the adverse effect of the surface sulfonate groups on 
the cell performance. In terms of durability, it was found that the surface functionalization 
increased carbon loss and accelerated performance loss for two types of commercial carbon 
supports, Vulcan and KB, whereas the durability of the highly graphitic. Ammonia scheme 
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2 functionalization had been performed at elevated temperatures from 400 °C to 700 °C; 
however despite the improved durability (as evidenced from lower carbon loss), the 
elevated temperatures lowered the initial cell performance compared to the scheme 2 
reacted at 200 °C. It is recommended to further explore ways to improve the durability of 
functionalized Vulcan and KB carbon supports. For example, the carbon supports can be 
functionalized using the same scheme-2 procedure with an addition of an annealing step in 
2% H2 in N2 at elevated temperatures to reduce surface oxides while possibly retaining the 
surface nitrogen functional groups.  
9.3 Recommendations for Transport Modeling 
The equivalent-circuit formulations for the agglomerate model supports the 
applicability of the use of primary carbon dimensions with local gas transport in the 
agglomerate model. In this study, two interfacial resistance parameters were assumed, 
whereas most of the individual resistance terms can be experimentally determined or 
estimated. In the future, in order to better validate the model with experimental data, a more 
comprehensive set of tests can be performed. 
Table 9-1 Sensitivity studies of transport resistances.  
Experimental 
Variable 
Affected Term How is it determined 
Gas pressure, 𝑝 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑙  Changes with a factor of 𝑝 
Molecular weight 𝑅𝐾𝑛 Changes with (MW)
0.5 
I/C ratio or ionomer 
thickness 
𝑅𝑖/𝑔 + 𝑅𝑃𝑡/𝑖 y-intercept at zero I/C 
Relative humidity 𝑅𝑃𝑡/𝑤 + 𝑅𝑤/𝑔  
Possibly y-intercept of a CCL 
sample without ionomer 
Pt loading in CCL 
Sum of local 
transport resistance 
terms 
Scales with 1/(roughness factor) 
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APPENDIX A.  
A.1 Calculations of Transport Polarization from EIS 
The mass-transport polarization is first calculated from Warburg impedance from EIS 
by fitting the experimental EIS to an equivalent circuit that consists of ohmic resistance 
(RΩ), constant phase element (CPE), charge-transfer resistance (Rct), and finite Warburg 
impedance (ZW) as shown Figure A-1a. The fitting is performed in a Python file.  
 
Figure A-1 (a) Equivalent circuit for fuel cells, b) experimental EIS of fuel cells made with 
20% Pt/KB and 20% Pt/KB (scheme 1) at two different current densities, Nyquist and Bode 
plots of experimental and fitted EIS of fuel cell made with 20% Pt/KB catalyst at (c, e) 0.5 
A/cm2 and (d, f) 1.0 a/cm2. The operating condition was 2 SLPM H2/ 5 SLPM air, 80°C, 
100% RH, 150 kPaabs. 
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  (A.1) 
Then the mass-transfer polarization is calculated by multiplying 𝑅𝑀𝑇 with current density 
at which the EIS is performed. The results were listed in the Table A-1. The EIS results 
further confirmed the trend observed in polarization curves.  














KB 17 53 NA 
KB (scheme 1) 6 40 NA 
KB (scheme 2) 2 52 NA 
KB (scheme 3) 30 Cell did not reach 1.0 A/cm2 NA 
V <0.1 7 67 
V (scheme 1) <0.1 7 64 
V (scheme 2) <0.1 5 80 
V (scheme 3) <0.1 255 Cell did not reach 
1.5 A/cm2 
The Python code is shown below.  
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import math 
 
data = np.loadtxt(r'C:\Users\zfang9\Desktop\FC\MEA040\EIS91_05Acm.txt', 
skiprows=1) 
frequencies_long = data[:,0] 
Z = 4.8*(data[:,1]+1j*data[:,2]) 
frequencies = frequencies_long[np.nonzero((frequencies_long <= 1e4) & 
(frequencies_long >.1))] 
Z = Z[np.nonzero((frequencies_long <= 1e4) & (frequencies_long >.1))] 
Re = np.real(Z) 
Im = -np.imag(Z) 
 
from impedance.models.circuits import CustomCircuit 
circuit='R0-p(CPE1,R1-Ws)' #for 
initial_guess=[.09, 1e-5, 0.3, 1, .05, .1] 
circuit = CustomCircuit(circuit, initial_guess=initial_guess) 
circuit.fit(frequencies, Z) 




ax = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1) 











ax = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1) 





plt.legend(facecolor='white', )  # , shadow=True, loc=2)#, title='title for 
legend') 




A.2 Analysis and Calculations of Ionomer Coverage  
A.2.1 Extraction of location data of STEM/EDS images via ImageJ 
The goal of the first step is to determine the edges of carbon support. First, load the Z-
contrast STEM image. Convert the image type from RGB to 8 bit. Then convert the image 
from pixels to unit of nm under Analyze tab and Set Scale command. Under the Image tab, 
adjust the threshold of the binarization (Crtl + Shift + T). The default algorithm may either 
underestimate or overestimate the size of the carbon support edge, so it is wise to manually 
adjust the grey scale ([0, 255]). Use Wand tracing tool to trace the edge of the carbon 
support. Then save the processed image as XY Coordinates in a text file. Lastly, copy and 
paste the coordinate data to an Excel spreadsheet to ensure the coordinates are continuous 
with the correct starting and ending points. 
The second image processing step is to find the coordinates of the fluorine pixels. Load 
the EDS image. Convert the image type from RGB to 8 bit. Then convert the image from 
pixels to unit of nm under Analyze tab and Set Scale command. Under Process tab, use 
Find Maxima to select all the fluorine pixels. Then save as XY Coordinates in a text file. 
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Lastly, paste the coordinate data to the Excel spreadsheet containing the coordinates of the 
carbon support edge. It is necessary to remove the maxima that represent the scale bar 
instead of the actual F pixels in the EDS images.  
A.2.2 Ionomer coverage analysis by STEM/EDS 
 
Figure A-2 (a) STEM image, b) F mapping by EDS, and c) the spectra of the EDS showing 
peaks of Pt, O, F, Cu, and questionable S due to the secondary peaks of Pt. 
 
Figure A-3 (a) Three F pixels (o) and their nearest point (x) on the edge of the carbon 
support and (b) a possible way of ionomer distribution near the edge of the carbon support, 
(c) the calculated ionomer coverage on the carbon support for these three F pixels, (d) a 
common distribution of F pixels, (e) a possible way of ionomer distribution near the edge 
of the carbon support, and (f) the calculated ionomer coverage on the carbon support for 
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the F pixels in (d). 
A.2.3 Selected results of ionomer coverage calculation 
 
Figure A-4 Ionomer coverage of Pt/KB (pristine) = 20% for an I/C weight ratio of 0.38 
 





Figure A-6 Ionomer coverage of Pt/KB (pristine) = 33% for an I/C weight ratio of 1.06. 
 





Figure A-8 Ionomer coverage of Pt/KB (scheme 2) = 34% for an I/C weight ratio of 0.66 
+ 0.2 
 




Figure A-10 Ionomer coverage of Pt/KB (scheme 2, 0.6% N) = 29% for an I/C weight ratio 
of 0.66 + 0.2 
 
A.2.4 Matlab Code 
clear all 
tic 
i_thickness = 7;%nm 
i_width = 4;%nm 
sample = 'ink135_1'; 
 Directory = fullfile('C:\Users\zfang9\Documents\FC Research\Kolon 
Research\TEM and STEM\Pt_Pristine Ketjen\PtC 019\I to C ratio = 
1.06\EDS'); 
Filename = strcat(sample,'.xlsx'); 
delimiterIn = ' '; 
Results = importdata(fullfile(Directory, Filename),delimiterIn); 
X = Results.data; 
  
x =X(:,1); x = x(find(x>0)); 
y =X(:,3); y = y(find(y>0)); 
%Reduce the size of input of carbon support edge 
 divi = 5; 
 for nn = 1:1:round(length(x)/divi) 
        bb = divi*nn-(divi-1); 
        xs(nn) = x(bb); ys (nn) = y(bb); 
 end 
 x=xs'; y = ys'; 
  x_F_all = X(:,10); x_F_all = x_F_all(find(x_F_all>0)); 
  y_F_all = X(:,12); y_F_all = y_F_all(find(y_F_all>0)); 
  
%find F points within 7nm from the carbon support e 
   DistCF = zeros(length(x_F_all),1); 
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   DistCF1 = zeros(length(x),1); 
    
   for k = 1:length(x_F_all)        
       for kk = 1:length(x) 
           DistCF1 (kk) = sqrt((x(kk)-x_F_all(k))^2+(y(kk)-
y_F_all(k))^2); 
       end 
       DistCF(k) = min(DistCF1); 
   end 
    
  DistCF_7nm = DistCF;x_F_7nm=x_F_all; y_F_7nm = y_F_all; 
   for kkk = 1:length(x_F_all) 
       if DistCF(kkk)>=i_thickness 
           DistCF_7nm(kkk) = 0; 
           x_F_7nm(kkk) = 0; 
           y_F_7nm(kkk) = 0; 
       end 
   end 
    %shorten the vectors of x_F and y_F 
   DistCF_7nm_short=[];x_F_7nm_short = [];y_F_7nm_short = []; 
       for kkkk = 1:length(DistCF_7nm) 
           if DistCF_7nm(kkkk) >=eps 
               DistCF_7nm_short = [DistCF_7nm_short;DistCF_7nm(kkkk)]; 
               x_F_7nm_short = [x_F_7nm_short; x_F_7nm(kkkk)]; 
               y_F_7nm_short = [y_F_7nm_short; y_F_7nm(kkkk)]; 
           end 
       end 
                
   % calculate the perimeter of carbon support 
    Dist = 0; 
    for i = 1:length(x)-1 
        Dist = Dist + ((x(i)-x(i+1))^2+(y(i)-y(i+1))^2)^.5; 
    end 
  
    % calculate the perimeter of ionomer represented by F 
         Dist_F=0;Dist_F_neighbor=0;x_F_7nm_short; y_F_7nm_short; 
  
        for m1 = 1:length(y_F_7nm_short) 
            for m2 = 1:length(y_F_7nm_short) 
            Dist_F_neighbor (m2)= ((x_F_7nm_short(m1)-
x_F_7nm_short(m2)).^2 +(y_F_7nm_short(m1)-y_F_7nm_short(m2)).^2).^.5; 
            Dist_F_neighbor = Dist_F_neighbor(find(Dist_F_neighbor>0)); 
            end 
            Dist_F(m1,1) = min(Dist_F_neighbor); 
        end 
             
    %exclude points with distance exceeding the avg distance of F 
        Dist_F_avg = mean(Dist_F) 
        [para1, para2]=poissfit(Dist_F,.05); % poisson distribution fit 
        Dist_F_corr = 0;  
        for mm =1: length(Dist_F) 
            if Dist_F(mm) <= para2(2) % 95% confidence in upper limit 
of the mean 
            Dist_F_corr = [Dist_F_corr;Dist_F(mm)]; 
            else 
            Dist_F_corr = [Dist_F_corr;0]; 
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            end 
            TotalDist_F_corr = sum(Dist_F_corr);      
        end 
        Dist_F_corr = Dist_F_corr(2:end); 
         
        %extract x y values that are correspond to non-zero Dist_F_corr 
        x_F_corr = x_F_7nm_short; y_F_corr = y_F_7nm_short;  
        q = find(Dist_F_corr<eps); 
        x_F_corr(q) = []; 
        y_F_corr(q) = []; 
                 
          %find the x,y coordinates with shortest distance between the 
F_7nm_short and the carbon edge 
dist_short1=zeros(length(x),length(x_F_7nm_short)); 
dist_short1_min=zeros(1,length(x_F_7nm_short)); 
        for ww = 1:length(x_F_7nm_short) 
            for www = 1:length(x) 
                dist_short1(www,ww) = ((x_F_7nm_short(ww)-
x(www))^2+(y_F_7nm_short(ww)-y(www))^2)^.5; 
            end 
            dist_short1_min(1,ww)=min(dist_short1(:,ww)); 
        end 
         
        for ww = 1:length(x_F_7nm_short) 
            loc_x1(:,ww)=dist_short1(:,ww)==dist_short1_min(ww); 
            %choose the last one if there more than one pt on carbon 
            %support has the shortest distance with a F pixel 
            if length(find(loc_x1(:,ww)==1))>1 
                loc_x1_MoreThanOne=find(loc_x1(:,ww)==1); 
                loc_x1_end=loc_x1_MoreThanOne(1); 
                x_dist_short1(:,ww) =x(loc_x1_end); 
                y_dist_short1(:,ww) =y(loc_x1_end); 
            else                 
            x_dist_short1(:,ww) 
=x(loc_x1(:,ww));y_dist_short1(:,ww)=y(loc_x1(:,ww)); 
            end 
        end 
        x_dist_short1=x_dist_short1';y_dist_short1=y_dist_short1'; 
                    
        %find the x,y coordinates with shortest distance between the 
F_corr and the carbon edge 
        dist_short2=zeros(length(x),length(x_F_corr)); 
dist_short2_min=zeros(1,length(x_F_corr)); 
        for qq = 1:length(x_F_corr) 
            for qqq = 1:length(x) 
                dist_short2(qqq,qq) = ((x_F_corr(qq)-
x(qqq))^2+(y_F_corr(qq)-y(qqq))^2)^.5; 
            end 
            dist_short2_min(1,qq)=min(dist_short2(:,qq)); 
        end 
        
        for qq = 1:length(x_F_corr) 
            loc_x(:,qq)=dist_short2(:,qq)==dist_short2_min(qq); 
             if length(find(loc_x(:,qq)==1))>1 
                 loc_x_MoreThanOne=find(loc_x(:,qq)==1); 
                 loc_x_end=loc_x_MoreThanOne(end); 
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                 x_dist_short2(:,qq) =x(loc_x_end); 
                 y_dist_short2(:,qq) =y(loc_x_end); 
             else  
            x_dist_short2(:,qq) 
=x(loc_x(:,qq));y_dist_short2(:,qq)=y(loc_x(:,qq)); 
             end 
        end 
        x_dist_short2=x_dist_short2';y_dist_short2=y_dist_short2'; 
         
        %Find if the distribution of blue cross marks is Poisson 
        Dist_C=0;Dist_C_neighbor=0; 
  
        for n1 = 1:length(x_dist_short2) 
            for n2 = 1:length(x_dist_short2) 
            Dist_C_neighbor (n2)= ((x_dist_short2(n1)-
x_dist_short2(n2)).^2 +(y_dist_short2(n1)-y_dist_short2(n2)).^2).^.5; 
            Dist_C_neighbor = Dist_C_neighbor(find(Dist_C_neighbor>0)); 
            end 
            Dist_C(n1,1) = min(Dist_C_neighbor); 
        end 
            Dist_C = sort(Dist_C); 
                  
    %exclude points with distance exceeding the avg distance of F        
        [paraC1, paraC2]=poissfit(Dist_C,.05); % poisson distribution 
fit 
      
        %find the x,y coordinates with  
        DistCF2 = zeros(length(x),1); 
        for p = 1: length(x_F_corr) 
            for pp = 1: length(x) 
            DistCF2(pp) = sqrt((x(pp)-x_F_7nm(p))^2 + (y(pp)-
y_F_7nm(p))^2); 
            %DistCF2(pp) = sqrt((x(pp)-x_F_7nm_short(p))^2 + (y(pp)-
y_F_7nm_short(p))^2); 
            end 
            x_DistCF(p) = x(DistCF2 ==min(DistCF2)); 
            y_DistCF(p) = y(DistCF2 ==min(DistCF2)); 
        end 
       x_DistCF = x_DistCF';y_DistCF = y_DistCF';   
       
    subplot(2,2,1) 
    plot(x,y,'k-',x_F_all,y_F_all,'g.')   
    xlabel('x (nm)') 
    ylabel('y (nm)') 
    axis([0 240   0 125]) 
    str = 1; 
     legend(cell2mat(str),'F element by EDS') 
        daspect([1 1 1]) 
     
    subplot(2,2,2)         
    plot(x,y,'k-
',x_F_7nm_short,y_F_7nm_short,'g.',x_dist_short1,y_dist_short1,'bx')   
    xlabel('x (nm)') 
    ylabel('y (nm)') 
 axis([0 240   0 125]) 
    str = { 'Support with threshold = 0.22'}; 
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     legend(cell2mat(str),'Edge F element','Min distance between F and 
C') 
         daspect([1 1 1]) 
    subplot(2,2,3) 
    plot(x,y,'k-
',x_F_corr,y_F_corr,'g.',x_dist_short2,y_dist_short2,'bx')  
    % plot(x,y,'k-',x_F_corr,y_F_corr,'go')  
    xlabel('x (nm)') 
    ylabel('y (nm)') 
   axis([0 240   0 125]) 
    str = { 'Support with threshold = 0.22'}; 
    legend(cell2mat(str),'Edge F corrected by 95% Conf in mean','Min 
distance between F and C') 
        daspect([1 1 1]) 
  
 %since F pixels were not in order, need to rank x1,y1 in order of the 
x,y curve 
x1=x_dist_short2;y1=y_dist_short2; 
rank_x1=zeros(length(x1),1); rank_y1=zeros(length(y1),1); %create an 
empty array 
for i=1:length(x1) 
nx1{i,:}=find(x==x1(i)); %find the position of each x1 element in the 
order of x array 
ny1{i,:}=find(y==y1(i)); %each x1 element may correspond to multiple 
positions in x array 
  
    if length(intersect(nx1{i,:},ny1{i,:}))>1 
        all_intersect=intersect(nx1{i,:},ny1{i,:}); 
        rank_x1(i)=all_intersect(end); 
        rank_y1(i)=all_intersect(end); 
    else 
        rank_x1(i)=intersect(nx1{i,:},ny1{i,:}); % consider both x and 
y, the multiple positions from the previous step will narrow down to 
one position 
        rank_y1(i)=intersect(nx1{i,:},ny1{i,:}); 
    end 
end 
[Bs, Bi] = sort(rank_x1,'ascend'); 
%x1_ranked=x1(Bi);y1_ranked=y1(Bi); 
  
          V =x1(Bi);      D = diff([0;V;0]==0); 
            C = arrayfun(@(b,e)V(b:e-1),find(D<0),find(D>0),'uni',0); 
            V1 =y1(Bi);      D1 = diff([0;V1;0]==0); 
            C1 = arrayfun(@(b,e)V1(b:e-
1),find(D1<0),find(D1>0),'uni',0); 
            Bx = cell2mat(C);By = cell2mat(C1); 
            i=1;Barray_x = Bx(1);Barray_y = By(1); 
            for i = 1:(length(Bx)-1) 
                dist(i) = sqrt((Bx(i)-Bx(i+1))^2+(By(i)-By(i+1))^2); 
                if dist(i)<=i_width 
                    
Barray_x=[Barray_x;Bx(i+1)];Barray_y=[Barray_y;By(i+1)]; 
                else 
                    Barray_x =[Barray_x;0;Bx(i+1)];Barray_y 
=[Barray_y;0;By(i+1)]; 
                end 
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            end 
            Vx =Barray_x;      Dx = diff([0;Vx;0]==0); 
            Cx = arrayfun(@(b,e)Vx(b:e-
1),find(Dx<0),find(Dx>0),'uni',0);     
            Vy =Barray_y;      Dy = diff([0;Vy;0]==0); 
            Cy = arrayfun(@(b,e)Vy(b:e-
1),find(Dy<0),find(Dy>0),'uni',0);        
     Dist_corr = 0; 
     for i = 1:length(Cx)-1 
        for ii = 1:length(Cx{i})-1 
         Dist_corr = Dist_corr + ((Cx{i}(ii)-Cx{i}(ii+1))^2+(Cy{i}(ii)-
Cy{i}(ii+1))^2)^.5; 
        end 
     end  
    x2=max(x1); 
    y2=y1(find(x1==max(x1))); 
  
%find coordinates in x and y in a cell array according to Cx (x1)and 
Cy(y1) separated into different cells  
for i = 1:length(Cx) 
    if length(Cx{i})>=1 %number of elements in each row>1 means 
coverage should be added over this range 
        nx=cell(length(Cx{i}),1);ny=cell(length(Cx{i}),1); 
         
        for ii = 1:length(Cx{i}) % 
        nx{ii,:}=find(x==Cx{i}(ii)); 
        ny{ii,:}=find(y==Cy{i}(ii)); 
            if length(intersect(nx{ii,:},ny{ii,:}))>1 
                Individual_intersect=intersect(nx{ii,:},ny{ii,:}); 
               rank_x{i,1}(ii)=Individual_intersect(1); 
                rank_y{i,1}(ii)=Individual_intersect(1); 
            else        
                rank_x{i,1}(ii)=intersect(nx{ii,:},ny{ii,:}); 
                rank_y{i,1}(ii)=intersect(nx{ii,:},ny{ii,:}); 
            end 
        end 
         
        rank_x_array{i,1}=[min(rank_x{i,1});max(rank_x{i,1})]; 
             
        if length(rank_x_array{i})==2 %if repeated like [43;43], the 
code will still proceed  
            %but rank_x_array_x is just one value, so it's good! 
             for n=1:((rank_x_array{i}(2)-rank_x_array{i}(1))+1) 
                rank_x_array_x{i,:}(n)=x(rank_x_array{i}(1)+n-1); 
                rank_y_array_y{i,:}(n)=y(rank_x_array{i}(1)+n-1); 
             end 
        end 
       % rank_x_array_x_added=rank_x_array_x; 
        if length(rank_x_array_x{i,:})==1 
            if rank_x_array{i}(1)==length(x) 
                rank_x_array_x_added{i,:}=[x(rank_x_array{i}(1)-
1);x(rank_x_array{i}(1))]; 
                rank_y_array_y_added{i,:}=[y(rank_x_array{i}(1)-
1);y(rank_x_array{i}(1))]; 
                rank_x_array_x{i,:} =rank_x_array_x_added{i,:}; 
                rank_y_array_y{i,:} =rank_y_array_y_added{i,:}; 
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            elseif rank_x_array{i}(1)==1 
                
rank_x_array_x_added{i,:}=[x(rank_x_array{i}(1));x(rank_x_array{i}(1)+1
);x(rank_x_array{i}(1)+2)]; 
                
rank_y_array_y_added{i,:}=[y(rank_x_array{i}(1));y(rank_x_array{i}(1)+1
);y(rank_x_array{i}(1)+2)]; 
                rank_x_array_x{i,:} =rank_x_array_x_added{i,:}; 
                rank_y_array_y{i,:} =rank_y_array_y_added{i,:}; 
            else   
                rank_x_array_x_added{i,:}=[x(rank_x_array{i}(1)-
1);x(rank_x_array{i}(1));x(rank_x_array{i}(1)+1)]; 
                rank_y_array_y_added{i,:}=[y(rank_x_array{i}(1)-
1);y(rank_x_array{i}(1));y(rank_x_array{i}(1)+1)]; 
                rank_x_array_x{i,:} =rank_x_array_x_added{i,:}; 
                rank_y_array_y{i,:} =rank_y_array_y_added{i,:}; 
            end 
        end 
     end    
end 
%Det the total distance covered by ionomer 
Dist_corr = 0; 
     for i = 1:length(Cx)-1 
        for ii = 1:length(Cx{i})-1 
         Dist_corr = Dist_corr + ((Cx{i}(ii)-Cx{i}(ii+1))^2+(Cy{i}(ii)-
Cy{i}(ii+1))^2)^.5; 
        end 
    end     
         
    subplot(2,2,4); 
    graph1= plot(x,y,'k-');%,x1,y1,'g-',x2,y2,'g-',x3,y3,'g-',x4,y4,'g-
',x5,y5,'g-',x6,y6,'g-',x7,y7,'g-',x8,y8,'g-',x9,y9,'g-'); 
    set(graph1,'LineWidth',1.5) 
     hold on 
  
 for n=1:length(rank_x_array_x) 
     graph1=plot(rank_x_array_x{n},rank_y_array_y{n},'g-'); 
     set(graph1,'LineWidth',1.5) 
 end 
    %graph1 = plot(x_DistCF,y_DistCF,'.') 
    set(graph1,'LineWidth',1.5) 
     xlabel('x (nm)') 
    ylabel('y (nm)') 
   axis([0 240   0 125]) 
    str = { 'Carbon support with threshold = 0.22'}; 
    legend(cell2mat(str),'Portions of carbon with ionomer') 
     daspect([1 1 1]) 
     
   str = {'Surface Ionomer Coverage =  ' num2str(Dist_corr/Dist*100) '  
%'}; 
    suptitle(cell2mat(str)); 
     
    display( Dist,' Carbon Support Surface (nm)') 
    display(Dist_corr,' Ionomer Surface after correction (nm)') 
    display(Dist_corr/Dist,' Ionomer Surface Fraction') 
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